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L I T E R A RY F I C T I O N

Stella
PRUDONT
Lioness Milk
True, lively, blood-pulsing and bright prose for the
readers of Narine Abgaryan.
Boris Shubaev – a talented businessman and a gifted opera singer at the same time. Two brightest
personalities are equally strong in one and the same
person. He was dumb until 5. It was his love for music,
which helped him overcome his congenital disease.
Or could it be love for a woman? His brother’s wife,
so unlike the other women familiar to Boris, changed
his destiny. However, not everyone escaped death
on this way to a new life…
The novel tells the story of the big family. Boris’s
elder brother Grigory married a girl Angela, who
dreamt to become a great pianist, but was not talented enough to achieve her dream. Boris fell in love
with Angela and accidentally shot Grigory. After the
death of her husband, Angela fell into coma, and Boris paid for Angela’s stay in hospital for many years
and cared for her daughter Zoya all his life.
When after 30 Boris realized that he had schizophrenia, which he inherited genetically from his mother.
Being a man of a double-strong will, he struggled
with the illness and won.

352 pages, 2021

Stella is one of the most authentic and distinctive Russian authors,
whose works are reflections of national motifs and contemporary life.
Stella writes about Mountain Jews – a
national minority living in Caucasus,
about their traditions against history
and modernity.
Lioness Milk is her second novel following Dedeime, which was translated
into Italian

Praise:
“Lioness Milk is a saga of a family of mountain jews
set between 1987 – 2000, surprisingly turning
into phantasmagoria and coming of age story, and
sometimes into hero’s journey through restrictions
and abuse by family, country, illness and fears. “Don’t
be afraid!” is a conclusion made by the protagonist
Boris Shuvaev. ….” – Maya Kucherskaya, professor of
literature, author, literary critic.
“… Everything is so vibrant and tangible. The author
is able to show a considerable part of human life as
it is, without an exaggerated and unnecessary plot.
The plot is life itself” – Vladislav Otroshenko, writer,
author of Addendum to a Photo Album

Market:
• The widest readership of family saga genre

Points of interest:
• A dramatic journey of a man through restrictions and
abuse to the person he wants to be;
• A struggle with severe mental disorder;
• A simple yet gripping plot
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L I T E R A RY F I C T I O N

Ksenia
BURZHSKAYA
My White

256 pages, 2020
English sample available
Ksenia Burzhskaya, a Russian renowned journalist, writer, and cohost of the YouTube channel White
Noise, together with famous Russian
writerTatyana Tolstaya. She is the
speechwriter for Yandex’s Alice (voice
assistant), Winner of the literary contest by Ludmilla Ulitskaya – “My First
Pain” 2008.

Market:
• Everybody from 15 to 99… looking for a love story and

A sensational and highly anticipated My White is
set in modern day. Throughout the book, the main
character sixteen-year-old Jane is preparing for a
New Year school performance. Jane was brought up
by her two moms, artist Alexandra and doctor Vera.
But despite that, she faces the same problems every
other teenager does: she studies, meets up with
friends, falls for a boy, and tries her best to get over
an unrequited love and her parents’ divorce.
Jane’s ultimate goal and destination in the novel, the
concert has two purposes: to gather her mothers
and perhaps make them change their mind about
the divorce, and to give Jane a chance to confess
her love to Lyonya, the guy who is the head of their
music club.
The novel has two main story lines. The first is a constant rehearsal, anticipation and premonition, that
may be more important than the event itself. The
second is memories, regrets, attempts to find your
own way and answer the eternal questions: what is
love? can it last forever? why we love at all?
Praise:
“My White is not only a great love story, it’s also a
priceless one. It is the first Russian novel ever about
two women who loved each other but broke up.
About their daughter who compares her feelings
for a boy with those between her mothers. And
about the timeless value of love, no matter how
unconventional. In her debut novel, Kseniya is
depicting her characters’ feelings with the ease of a
modern writer, who doesn’t have to bother herself
with what the society considers to be normal or
acceptable.”
Konstantin Kropotkin, Gorky Media

drama in the modern world.

Points of interest:
• True drama of two women living as a family and parent-

“This is a love story where everybody loves: a girl
loves a boy, a woman loves another woman, a daughter loves her moms.”
Tatyana Tolstaya, best selling author

ing their daughter;
• A diversity of love inside one family;
• Love for a man compared to love for a woman throughout the novel.
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L I T E R A RY F I C T I O N

Maria
ANUFRIEVA
Doctor X and His Children
This is an incredibly suspenseful reading, filling you
with aching sorrow and giving you hope.
Meet Doctor X (Doctor Hristoforov, in Russian his
surname starts with a Cyrillic letter «Х») – a sharp
and sarcastic misanthrope. Being a baby he nearly died, but was saved by a virtuous surgeon, and
when he grew up he took up medicine as a profession. But Doctor X became a doctor not for human
bodies, but for human souls. Doctor X is 52, he is the
head of psychiatric department for boys, and the
work doesn’t leave space for anything else in his life,
except for his mother slowly drowning in dementia.
Sounds traditionally hopeless, but the book is not
dark at all. On the contrary – it is lively and heartwarming.
The novel reads easy, but the language is deep and
intense. Despite the serious subject – little patients
of psychiatry clinic – the author masterfully exploits
humor to lessen the tension degree. Comic moments
go through the narration hand in hand with drama
and distracted life reflection. Besides the author unexpectedly for the protagonist draws a romantic line
and adds a good portion of suspense at the end of
the story.

320 pages, 2020
Longlisted for the Big Book Award 2018
Longlisted for National Bestseller 2021
Rights sold: Chinaz

Maria Anufrieva made up her mind on literature as profession
early in school after reading Dostoevsky’s Podrostok (The Adolescent) at 8. She is a journalist and an author, whose works were
nominated to national awards: The Russian Booker and The Big
Book Award

Market:
• the readers of One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest by Ken
Kesey and Flowers for Algernon by Daniel Keyes

Points of interest:
• The most topical issues of relations between children
and parents;
• Severe consequences of parents’ “love”;
• Optimism and humor helps life to go on.
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L I T E R A RY F I C T I O N

Diana
ARBENINA
Snow Leopard
Diana Arbenina’s new book is a collection of short
stories, autobiographical essays, poems and lyrics.
Here, you will find both fantasy and hyperrealism,
a fictional world and intense essays written from
personal experience. But Love is the main character
which is constant throughout the book. It flows like
a mighty river, hides behind hatred, disguises itself
as empathy, stretches to eternity. This love has no
beginning and no end, either physical or metaphysical.

368 pages, 2020

Diana Arbenina is the bandleader of Nochniye Snaipery (Night
Snipers), one of the most popular Russian rock’n’roll bands. She
is a musician, a poet and the author of 9 books so far. For almost
30 years she has been doing what she loves the most, rocking
and rolling, and keeping the status of the main female rock singer
in the country.

…A wounded drummer, stuck between the world of
dreams and reality…
…A glossy magazine’s successful editor drowning
in her tabooed love to a female photographer, observed by one of her reports with a knack for introspection…
…The main character of the story that gave the name
to the whole book – either an unnamed and lonely
person or a snow leopard living high up in the mountains – and his heart-wrenching acute love…
…A young “gopnick” ( equivalent of chav or any
roughneck from the suburbs) living on the outskirts
of Moscow, this enormous city that looks more like a
small country, and his daredevil, deadly love…
…A former addict, who never loved anyone before,
but has given refuge to a young girl…
…A metaphorical painful love of a dog to a human
being, or is it really a dog?...
…A love of a wild beast, a love of a killer, a love of a
married woman, a love of a lonely man, a love of a
pet dog…

Market:
• fans of essays and short stories,
• those looking for new literary forms and formats.

Points of interest:
• short stories written by the most influential Russian
female rock star will break your heart and glue it back
together,
• a mix of genres: from autobiographical stories to fantasy,
• wonderful poetic prose that will change outlook on life.
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L I T E R A RY F I C T I O N

Hermann
SADULAEV
Earth-Air-Heaven
Probably the most intense contemporary novel written by an outstanding Russian author of the Chechen origin, German Sadulaev. It’s not compared with
the Odyssey for nothing, Earth-Air-Heaven cleverly
combines the brutality of war (with all its violence,
vulgarity and sometimes absurdity) with an Odyssey-like journey in search for the meaning of life and
imperishable values.
The main character is a middle-aged writer and philosopher with Chechen roots, who becomes dissatisfied with his life and can’t seem to be able to drown
his feeling of being lost and living someone else’s life
either in his family or in his multiple affairs outside it.
In search for himself, he leaves his wife and child and
sets off to Lugansk, and then to Syria as a soldier
of fortune, accompanied by an image of beautiful
eighteen-year-old nymph Lilya. In Syria he defends
the interests of some behind-the-scenes clients,
who in turn covertly represent Russia as a player on
the global political stage. Having taken part in a few
military operations, he dies in the shootout with the
American forces in the Battle of Deir ez-Zor, like his
grandfather who died at the end of the WWII.

Earth-Air-Heaven is a story about a modern Ernst
Jünger, a fighter and a philosopher, and his place in
our today’s world. The reader will have a chance to
see the First Chechen War, Lugansk after 2014, and
the conflict in Syria through the eyes of a straightforward and perhaps a little bit too forward and
downright person, and to decide for yourself how to
die and how to live, what to hope for and what to
expect, as well as to finally realize if the war for our
species is as inevitable, as desirable.
Apart from an engrossing plot, the novel abandons
in digressions on the main character’s views on the
eternal questions, such as masculinity and femininity, love and sex, war and peace, history and religion,
death and the life after it.
So, if you’re looking for a contemporary novel with
both a gripping plot and philological and philosophical depth, Earth-Air-Heaven is the perfect solution.

256 pages, 2021
English sample available
German Sadulaev is a renowned
Russian writer with Chechen roots.
His novel Pill published in 2008 was
shortlisted for the Russian Booker
Prize. In 2009, German was awarded
the Top 50. The Most Famous People
in St. Petersburg Prize in the Literature nomination by the famous Sobaka.ru magazine. The same year, German published his novel AD that was
called the book of the month by GQ.

Market:
• Fans of dystopian novels and love stories set in the
world that’s falling into pieces
• History and war saga fans, as well as everyone looking
for a deep contemporary novel.

Points of interest:
• The story is set in the First Chechen War, Lugansk after
2014, and the conflict in Syria, with flashbacks to WWII;
• A deep and sophisticated tale of masculinity and what
it means nowadays;
• Eternal questions of love and death.
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L I T E R A RY F I C T I O N

Svetlana
KUZNETSOVA
Anatomy of the Moon

320 pages, 2021

A debut novel by a promising Russian
author Svetlana Kuznetsova.
“Anatomy of the Moon” stroke me
dumb – an extensively risky novel, and
Svetlana Kuznetsova created such a
world, such stories and such protagonists and antitypes and much much
more… And everything worked out
so very well. I love risky books. Risky
books are quite rare to be found. And
what is the rarest occasion that risky
books are so successful”.
Lisa C. Hayden, translator of
contemporary Russian fiction, Maine,
USA

Market:

Can you imagine the world where people have
everything and even more? The world our ancestors
could never have even dreamed of? If you think it’s a
utopia, just look around, maybe you’re already living
in it?
Svetlana’s debut novel, which reads like a gripping
and audacious thriller, shows a dystopian society
where the country is ripped into two worlds that
have next to nothing in common.
One is the ever-growing world of megapolises,
teeming with gorgeous women and handsome men
obsessed with consumption, and striving to hide the
pointlessness of their successful lives behind a luxurious disguise. The anthill-like cities are artificial to
the core with nothing true left in them. Not even art,
that has become just another means of promoting
endless and corrupting consumption.
The other world is painfully alive and overflowing
with emotions. It is set in dreary suburban locales
inhabited by ethnic gangs. There’s no medicine or
education, people are living like savages struggling
to fulfill their basic needs. The only authority around
here is a person with a shot-gun.
We see both worlds through the eyes of the main
character, a young female artist Lo, who got mixed
up in some dodgy business and now is hiding in one
of the slums blocks. The slums are hard on living
people but they strip them of all pretense and bare
basic human emotions, such as love and hate, betrayal and a yearning for revenge.
Will Lo survive and find the true love in this God-forsaken place? Will she reconnect with a third world inside her, which is an endless world of a human soul?
The Anatomy of the Moon is an absorbing and unputdownable novel that will open your eyes on the
somewhat obsolete concept of a successful life and
will make you re-evaluate your value system.

• Fans of dystopian novels and love stories set in the
world that’s falling into pieces

Points of interest:
• A dystopia about Russia’s near future;
• An exciting plot that reads like a thriller;
• A story of love, revenge, and true human values.
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L I T E R A RY F I C T I O N

Bulat
KHANOV
Pinioned Flights
With a very keen and sharp pen of a millennial Bulat
Khanov writes modern history of our society.

What might people who are ostensibly very different find that they have in common when they meet
in a large city? Each of them thinks that he or she
is free, yet gets entangled in the nets of the society: Ira is constrained by the pressure of conventions
and prejudices; Elisha, due to illness, cannot do what
he’d like to do; Mark, free from concerns about how
to make ends meet, tries to escape his past, albeit
unsuccessfully; Sergey, who thinks he has made it
in life and that he has everything, is bound by obligations and subordinated to family autocracy. Will
they be able to shed their dependencies and discover free will? Will they all be alive in a short while?
This is a book about rebels who have a good enough
sense of humor not to label themselves as such.
There are bird calls instead of songs of protest in
their earphones; they don’t drink cheap alcohol but
admire craft beer; they don’t look for nirvana but
are in constant search of people they can trust. They
never let themselves pass by injustice and they possess a sense of self-worth. What will they be able to
confront the world with? Will the world at least notice them?
They are aware that no one has ever managed to
break free from oneself, time or society, and they
want to become an exception to the rule. They do
not choose between traditions and progress, between patriots and liberals, between dark and light,
because there are always more interesting options.
Praise:
«Bulat Khanov has written a modern novel of ideas where he has
found a place for anarchists, feminists, Instagram and even craft beer
— and not a single element seems improper or misplaced. Everything
is where it should be; all the elements of true art are there. The characters proclaim their program manifestos, and the plot brings the
protagonists to a real ideological and dramatic climax».
Olga Breininger, «National Bestseller» and «Russian Booker» nominee.
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384 pages, 2020, English synopsis available

Bulat Khanov is a young author from
Kazan, and yet already he is the laureate of several literary awards for young
authors, most prominent of which are
the Lyceum Literary Prize (Litsei) and
the Ticket to the Stars (Zvyozdny
bilet). In 2020 Khanov is short-listed
for The National Bestseller Literary
Award (Natsionalny Bestleller) with his
second novel “Variable Values”.
Khanov holds a PhD in literary studies.

L I T E R A RY F I C T I O N

Bulat
KHANOV
Ire

288 pages, 2019, English sample available

When superheroes are gone, “little people” - eternal
losers who are crushed by the circumstances of life
- climb on the stage. The novel is speaking on behalf of a mature man who thought he was smarter
than his wife, colleagues and his destiny. The aging
intellectual Gleb Veretinsky reminds us of Humbert
from Lolita: he is pedantically elegant, intelligent
and educated, but he is a complete failure in his personal life. He is a lecturer at Kazan University, who
explores the lyrics of the Silver Age and the literary
avant-garde. Like many intellectuals, he feels guilty
about what is happening around him, but as a typical obsessive neurotic, he is drowned in burdensome
attachments and, time after time, assumes responsibility that he cannot cope with. He lost all his feelings to his wife, and the young girls, though they like
him, are all dead from the neck up. Art can be a remedy. Otherwise everything you loved will turn to anger. And in the end, the main character feels nothing
but anger, which, as psychologists say, denote your
powerlessness.
In general, the title of the novel is just perfect: the
protagonist is constantly angry - either at the community of tentatively educated people, then at his
wife, who constantly annoys him with her down-toearthness, then at the applicant for a candidate’s
degree, stuffing bribe money into an envelope, then
at the student who traded poetry for a rap battle,
and even for himself - for having to bashfully go
to the bathroom with a phone and masturbate on
pornographic photos. This nausea from the outside
world is the main leitmotif of the novel.

Market:
• The story might go along with Serotonin by Michel
Houellebecq with protagonist next door.

Points of interest:
• Contemporary high-quality literary prose giving a new
chance for reflection ;
• A plunge into a typical Russian life far from big cities.
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L I T E R A RY F I C T I O N

Sergey
SAMSONOV
High Blood
“It is proven theoretically that a 25-year old man can
write “And Quiet Flows the Don”, but when you meet
such a phenomenon in real life....”
Lev Danilkin, writer and literary critic about “High
Blood”.

The new classics from a phenomenal author – epic
historical saga of the major turning point in Russian
history: the rise of the Soviet power and the great
war of Russians against Russians. More impressive
than “War and Peace”, more heartfelt than Mikhail
Sholokhov’s “Quiet Flows the Don” and Boris Pasternak’s “Doctor Zhivago”, Sergey Samsonov’s new
novel is about the nature of power. Rooting deep
into the break of the country after the 1917 revolution, it is a story of opposition and mutual attraction
between the Reds and the Whites during the Civil
War.
Deadly civil war. 1920. Onslaughts of horsemen
along the snowy heath of the Don and a single
young security intelligence officer (chekist) – a romantic revolutionist – chasing the tumbleweed of
human fates, where it is impossible to tell the whites
from the reds, heroes from bastards, victims from
hangmen and allegedly dead from alive. This novel is a resurrected “eastern”, written on the limit of
historical credibility, a massive epic saga about the
roots of outrage and evil in Russian character and
human nature in general, a story about destroying
power and saving love, about utopian dream and
blood, which is the price to pay.

640 pages, 2020, English sample available

Awards:
The Debut Literary Award
The Yasnaya Polyana Literary Award
Finalist for The National Bestseller and the Big
Book Literary Awards
Sergey Samsonov is 40 and he has already published 6 novels,
each of them bringing us back to notions of Russian classic literature and literary prose. One of the most talented Russian authors,
he is recognized by readers and critics for his own style, which
sometimes is compared to Boris Pasternak’s one.
His books are always acute historical snapshots drawing the human characters and amazing stories which can turn the reader’s
world upside down for a while. His knowledge and feeling of various historical periods are astonishing, his ability to make true to
life characters is borderless.

Points of interest:
• Spy story and crime blended against the background of
early 20th century;
• “War and Peace” in a Cossack settlements on the Don

Market:

river;
• “A kind of a good thriller, where blood is really a kind

• Adult fans of massive historical novels, like Ken Follet’s ones,
and crime-and-spy page turners.
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of currency, whatever economic textbooks say” (Livelib
user about “High Blood”

L I T E R A RY F I C T I O N

Anaeet
GRIGORYAN
The Octopus

320 pages, 2021

Anait Grigoryan is a well-known Russian writer who has been publishing
her mystical stories in various literary
magazines (with Znamya, Novi Mir,
Ural, and Volga among them) since
2011. Her novel “Village by the Oredege River” (Eksmo, 2019) was translated into Japanese.

Market:
• Fans of Murakami and Lovecraft, and anyone interested
in the Japanese culture and mythology

Points of interest:
• A story where the real and the surreal world are closely

H. P. Lovecraft meets Haruki Murakami in a new
amazing novel by Anait Grigoryan. The author lures
you into a mystical and at the same time such a real
and vivid world of the Japanese culture where the
mundane is hard to tell from the supernatural, and
the humdrum is intertwined with myths and legends.
Alexander, a young economist from Russia, comes
to Japan to work for a bank in Nagoya. But when the
contract is terminated, ashamed by his career failure, Alexander chooses to go to a tiny fisherman island Himakajima deep in the Mikawa Bay, instead of
returning home. He hopes that a calm and monotonous way of life on the island will help him figure his
life out. But Kami (Japanese spirits) have different
plans.
Alexander settles into the life on the island but instead of figuring himself out, he becomes increasingly more confused. He starts an affair with his
landlord’s wife, while also falling for Tomoko Yasuda,
a beautiful but doleful student from Tokyo, who’s
in a relationship with a local fisherman. There’s also
Kisyo Kamatu, a mysterious waiter in a small restaurant called Tako, which is the Japanese for an octopus. Alexander becomes friends with Kisyo, which
leads to him being dragged into a string of unexplainable events, relationships and deaths, where
both the islanders and Alexander’s ex-colleagues
play their part.
There are mysterious and dangerous happenings on
the island, where the truth is intertwined with makebelieve and ancient Japanese myths and legends,
and Alexander finds himself trapped at the heart
of those, while the approaching typhoons make it
impossible for him to escape his fate…
A must-read novel for all the fans of the Japanese
culture, as well as the genre of magic realism. This
gripping and sophisticated page-turner will keep
you hooked till the last page!

intertwined;
• A detective and a love story with an enigma at the heart
of it;
• Fate is the main character both in this story and in a
human life - and sometimes we have to acknowledge
that the only thing we can do is to step aside and let it
run the show.
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L I T E R A RY F I C T I O N

Malika
ATEY
Never Have I Ever
In a patriarchal town, where a bride has to be a
virgin, but it is hard to build a long-term relationship, Kora opens a lingerie studio. She believes that
she is free to speak what she wants, have sex with
whomever she wants and take revenge on those
whom she doesn’t love. Let’s see how much time
it takes for the disapproving society to destroy her
little free world.
This is a book about gender inequality, parent-children relationships, friends, love, and dreams.
This is also a reaction to the most topical and acute
issues of the modern society, from gas-lighting to
abuse, which were tabooed just a few years ago, but
are coming to the foreground. However, women’s
rights are not the only topic raised by Malika Atey.
«Never Have I Ever» is a story of hypocrisy, decency,
corruption and fairness. Kora, the protagonist, can
make a half naked photo shooting, but she is not
fine with people’s meanness, she knows the price
of success: doing something exceptionally well you
may be far from being a success.

«Robert Frost said: „No tears in the writer, no tears
in the reader. No surprise in the writer, no surprise
in the reader.“ There is a huge gap between a reader taken by the author to the party and offered a
Martini and a table dance, and a reader reading a
party report. When I was writing a scene of one of
the girls being driven to the mountains and beaten
there, I listened to Tom Jones’s “Delilah” on repeat:
„She stood there laughing. I felt the knife in my
hand and she laughed no more.“ With each repeat
of this beautiful and dreadful waltz I imagined this
mountain road of horror in more and more details
and was afraid myself.» Malika Atey about “Never
Have I Ever”.

320 pages, 2020, English sample available

Malika Atey is from Kazakhstan. She is
a journalist and a writer. «Never Have I
Ever» was shortlisted for The Lyceum
Award (a prestigious Russian literary
prize for young authors) in 2019 and
was the only one non-Russian novel
among 900 books. Malika Atey wrote
a real-time story about young people
of Kazakhstan in the style of Francoise
Sagan and J.D. Salinger.

Market:
• For those looking for insights on what it means to be a
woman today;
• For those who want to be brave no matter what.

Points of interest:
• From gas-lighting to abuse, and the way women stand
against it;
• A superhero-lady all alone against hypocritical society.
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L I T E R A RY F I C T I O N

Peter VLASSOV,
Olga VLASSOVA
Moscow Wall

448 pages, 2019, English sample available
Rights sold: Arabic
Peter Vlassov is a Russian journalist
and writer. Graduated from Moscow
State University with a degree in international journalism. He worked at
the ITAR-TASS news agency in London. Peter Vlassov is a founder and
first editor-in-chief of the RBC business magazine and the RBC daily
business newspaper (2006–2009). He
also worked as deputy chief editor for
gazeta.ru, as vice-rector at the Moscow State Institute of Culture. Since
November 2019, the chief editor of
the newspaper «Culture».

The action takes place in 2020, in a world that has
survived a severe crisis, which has been affected by
a new type of Ebola virus. Almost all major states —
the USA, Russia, China — plunged into chaos. The
European Union was able to avoid such a fate, but
here the ultra-right came to power and managed
to use the fears of the population concerning the
possible chaos and uncontrolled streams of millions of migrants from the deadly pandemic Africa
and Asia.
What happens if another global crisis destroys the
world we are used to? One of the options is described in Moscow Wall. Russia, the United States
and China superpowers have fallen. In united Europe, the ultra-right have come to power, trying to
manage the flow of millions of migrants and ensure
oil and gas supplies from Russia, which has plunged
into chaos.
This is the new Middle Ages. It is no wonder that
Moscow, which has become a base for the European army, is surrounded by a 30-meter wall, and the
forests near Moscow are full of partisans. The protagonist, an Englishman with Russian roots, goes
to Russia «on a business trip», but he will have to
solve much more difficult tasks than he had presumed. To understand the Russians and to find out
why the entire world has fallen is beyond his official
mission.

Market:
• Adult fans of good crime stories and thrillers

Points of interest:
• Alternative reality when Russia fell apart;
• A dystopian road movie taking you beyond the Moscow
Wall across Russian to Siberia;
• A fiction plot that can easily become our tomorrow reality.
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L I T E R A RY F I C T I O N

Eduard
VERKIN
Sakhalin Island
Sakhalin Island is at once a periphrasis of, and reference to, Chekhov, whom Eduard Verkin reveres,
as well as an excellent post-apocalyptic story, an
adventure novel (a real page-turner), a tender love
story and a sad narrative of lost hope. The book will
leave no one indifferent: neither the fans of classical literature, nor the readers of Stanislav Lem or
the Strugatsky brothers. It has adventures, action,
unpredictable plot twists, complex futuristic constructs and philosophical musings, and, naturally, a
story of real love, as sad as anything you’ll read.
Lilac, a futurologist, travels to the island of prisoners. She plans to visit the prisons, talk to the convicts
and guards, and get immersed in the atmosphere of
the place where there is no hope for a better future.
The girl wants to take a look at every aspect of life
on the island, and provide a scientific forecast for
the future. But an earthquake makes her task more
complicated.
In addition to describing the island, the author gradually uncovers the recent history of the world: not
much is left after a nuclear war, and the leading
superpower is now Japan. After remaining neutral
throughout the war, the country sees other superpowers destroy one another, and comes out of the
war as the only winner.
The book, written in the social post-apocalypse
genre, is filled with all the small delights of the road
genre: detailed descriptions of places, stops, accidental characters we meet on the way, sudden
plot twists. There are plenty of post-apocalyptic
elements in the story, too — with danger zones, an
absence of birds or animals, poisonous water, inedible fish, the use of bodies as fuel at power plants,
strangely constructed prison buildings, mysterious
sects, and a deadly virus.

480 pages, 2018
Rights sold: Germany, France, Lebanon, Albania, Bulgaria,
Serbia, Czech, Mongolia, Finland, Poland, Japan, Hungary
Translation rights represented by Banke, Goumen &
Smirnova Literary Agency (www.bgs-agency.com)

Eduard Verkin was born in Vorkuta,
Russia’s far North, in 1975, in the family of a miner and a pharmacist. He
studied history and law at the State
University of Syktyvkar (the capital of
Komi Republic). After graduating Verkin taught social studies at a middle
school. In 2003 Verkin signed up for
creative writing courses at the Gorky
Literature Institute in Moscow. Since
2004 Eduard Verkin has published
several series of sci-fi and fantasy fiction for children. Eduard Verkin’s children’s books have become bestsellers
and won numerous awards. Sakhalin
Island is Eduard Verkin’s first fiction
for adults.

Market:
• Fans of post-apocalyptic road movies

Points of interest:
• social post-apocalypse genre;
• adventures, action, unpredictable plot twists, complex
futuristic constructs and philosophical musings
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L I T E R A RY F I C T I O N

Christina
GUEPTING
Sis

192 pages, 2019, English sample available
Long-listed for New Literary Prose Award (NOS) 2020
Christina Guepting appeared as the
author in 2017. She is a winner of Lyceum Award (for young authors) and
was longlisted for National Bestseller
Award. She writes about social problems, which appear as true stories in
her program on «Silver Rain» (“Serebryaniy Dozhd”) radio station.

They all need to accept the truth. As terrible as it
might be.
This story is about a family that initially looks perfectly happy. Mum and dad, brother and sister. The
father is a war veteran, while the mother is a housewife.
People around consider them being a perfect family: no scandals, nothing criminal. But one day Yulia,
a sister, the main protagonist, comes home for the
winter holiday season. For ten years she has remained silent, but now she has made a decision. She
tells everyone at the holiday table that when she
was twelve, her brother raped her. That day ruined
her life. She became a recluse and only now, after
consulting a psychologist, she’s realized that she
cannot keep silent anymore.
Yulia tells the whole truth, and from that moment on
the family splits into two camps: those who do not
believe her, and those who suspect that she could
be telling the truth. After all, Yulia is not only slandering her brother, she is even living and sleeping
with another woman. The family drama leaves every
member utterly changed.Each chapter of the book
is told from the point of view of a different family
member. Christina Guepting neatly and precisely
describes the lives of ordinary people.
«Sis» is an acute social drama that highlights the most
frightening aspects of life. It is a rare exploration of
the hearts and souls of the people who do not want
to admit that the world around them is far from
what they thought it to be.

Market:
• Wide readership of family stories like “Educated” and
“The Secrets We Kept”

Points of interest:
• When the world of a family life is crashed by a destructive confession;
• Vivid characters unable to go on with their life as they
knew it
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YO U N G A D U LT / N E W A D U LT

Leah
ARDEN
Mara and Morok I
Mara and Morok II
Total print-run 100 000 copies!
A cocktail of dark fantasy young adult novel spiced
with Slavic mythology.

«Those like me are called Maras — marked by Morana
the goddess of death herself. Once upon a time, my
six sisters and me had our own way.
Back then, people respected us and asked for mercy. They brought us offerings and prayed to us. But
200 years ago, everything changed when Prince of
Serat dared to raise his hand against one of us.
I tried to take revenge, but we all died. Now the rulers of Araken, mired in a long war with their neighbor
Serat, have decided to bring me back to life. Give me
a second chance for revenge and freedom by binding me to someone I will never go against. Those like
him are called Morok, and absolutely everyone is
afraid of them».

Mara and Morok is a dilogy with a completed story
taking place in a fantasy world of two kingdoms:
Serat and Araken. Many of the creatures inhabiting
the world are taken from Slavic mythology. It is
quite hard to determine time and epoch when the
characters of this dark fairy tale live, but fairy tales
are very often timeless. So, all we have to do is follow
the twisting plot, gathering historical and cultural
artefacts of Araken and Serat and let spectacular
fantasy images and burning emotions take over,
because this is where «Corpse Bride” meets “Van
Helsing”.

Mara and Morok I – 384 pages, 2020
Mara and Morok II – 416 pages, 2020
Leah Arden’s novel first rocked the
charts of self-pub platforms three
years ago, and now with her print
publications she becomes a real star
of YA fantasy. Being a typical representative of YA readership herself,
Leah is a curious and educated young
lady with a wide range of interests
from eastern languages and cultures
to Slavic mythology and playing various instruments.

Market:
• Young Adult

Points of interest:
• Bestselling YA author;
• Plot based on Slavic mythology;
• Unexpected pay off.
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Absence of Anna
Marina’s life split into “before” and “after”, when her
daughter vanished. Anna simply didn’t come back
home one day. Trying to understand and accept
what happened, Marina decides to sort herself out
and sets on an inner journey to the origins of her
motherhood. While she travels along the memory
labyrinths, she finds a clue to a strange story between an adult and a teenager – both lonely, lost
and equally striving for love. But Marina couldn’t
have imagined, how far this road would take her.
This new book by Yana Lett, who is well-known for
her YA fantasy novel “World from Wholes” is a classic
example of magic realism. Magic in inside us. To find
the one you love, but have lost, you have to search
for yourself first.
How well do our parents know us? And do they know
themselves at all?

320 pages, 2021

Yana Lett was born in 1992 in Moscow. Graduated from Moscow State
University as a teacher of Russian and
Literature. In 2015 Yana founded a
workshop for book lovers and young
authors, which is very successful.
In 2018 Yana became a winner of
“New Fantasy Award” with her story
“First-Teacher”. In 2019 she won the
literary contest “A Story in an Hour”
held during “Roscon-2019”

Market:
• fans of magical realism;
• YA audience

Points of interest:
• “Black Mirror” reading for parents to get to know their
adult kids,
• a journey into teenage sub consciousness allows them

Praise:
“For me it is easier to consider this book through a
prism of symbolism. Without getting into details – I
got a realistic gloomy picture of teenage crisis followed by madness in my head. This book will remain
a harsh psychological thriller with surreal elements.
Anna is close to me as a personality, but I can’t take
her side here. She is too closed and stubborn, eating herself and her mom, raising herself high on a
throne and so much satisfied with her uniqueness.
Could her mother do at least anything about it? I
don’t believe.
Absence of Anna - any name can be taken instead –
is a fairy tale, the reality is much more scary.”- Jane_
from_Forest livelib.ru:
https://www.livelib.ru/book/1006114360-otsutstvie-anny-yana-lett
“Unexpectedly serious novel. Absence of Anna left
me unarmed, though a lot of YA fiction is based of
family relations today…. But this is something on a
different level – painful, bitter-sweet and very true.
Bravo! This is a very good example of a new literature” - Anna Petelina
https://www.labirint.ru/books/804606/

to better understand themselves
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Yana
LETT

YO U N G A D U LT / N E W A D U LT

Christina
GUEPTING
HIV Life Positive
It is not easy to be young, but it is even harder if you
are HIV-positive from the moment when you were
born. On top of that, the main character of this story
named Leo is dreaming of becoming a surgeon and
is in love with an HIV-negative girl. However, he is
determined to live the life of a healthy person and
refuses to feel outcasted, even though many people
around him believe he should. He loves life and the
people around him. The question is if this is a mutual
love?
All in all, this is a funny and reckless book about
becoming an adult, experiencing first love, understanding and accepting yourself, and overcoming
trauma. Things that are universal for a person of any
age, gender and diagnosis.
192 pages, 2018
Rights sold: China
Christina Gepting is a young writer
first presented herself in 2017. She is
a prizewinner of “Lyceum” award and
a nominee of a “National bestseller”
award. Not only she writes books on
the order of the day topics, but also
leads her program on “Silver rain” radio station in Velikiy Novgorod City.

Market:
• YA audience

Points of interest:
Becoming an adult for the Young Adult target audience;
• The reader sees the world from a viewpoint of an HIVpositive person;
• The tragical situation described in a cheerful way.
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Swamlands

288 pages, 2020

Irina Bogatyreva has won many literary awards for her children’s books
and young adults titles. She is a finalist for the Debut Literary Award — the
major book prize for your authors.
She is also the laureate of the Sergey
Mikhalkov prize 2012 for novels for
children and teenagers. Her novel
«Kadyn» about the Altay received the
Students Booker prize 2016. She took
the third prize in the Kniguru Award
for children’s literature in 2019 With
her novel «I, Tororo’s Sister». Irina Bogatyreva is a member of the Moscow
Writers’ Union. She is also a member
of PEN Moscow Writers’ Organization.
Irina plays the mouth harp in the Olkhonskie Vorota duo.

Market:
• YA and adult ethnic fantasy and mystery fans;

Points of interest:

A new novel comes from the author of the Altai
Mountains saga, «Kadyn» (The Kniguru Literary
Award third prize 2019). It’s the story of Zhu, a
young girl who lost her mom and found herself in a
God-forsaken place somewhere in the North where
she finally understands her fate.
This is a very ordinary beginning for a fairy tale:
Zhu’s mother dies, her father gets married again,
and her new stepmother takes a dislike to her and
sends her off to live with her witch-like auntie.
Zhu, however, is not at all sure that she is in a fairy
tale. The village where she finds herself is a god-forsaken place somewhere in the North where the sun
never sets in summer, surrounded by forests and
swamps and without any phone connection to
the world. There is absolutely nothing to do here,
and the local old women talk in an incomprehensible dialect about the sole topic of damnation and
the dead who come back to life, house spirits and
some obscure grass that can be used to help find
lost people. This grass is difficult to reach: it only
grows in a far-away swamp and the area is guarded
by evil spirits.
In any case, Zhu is not interested in any of that.
Since her mother died, she finds it difficult to talk
to people. Her internal twin brother does it for her,
and Zhu starts thinking that he is her. Being a boy or
a girl, living in town or in a village, doing something
or not doing anything — Zhu does not seem to care
about any of this anymore. Yet, on the day that a
local witch curses her by saying «let the forest spirits take you,» Zhu’s life changes. She goes into the
swampy forests with her twin brother inside and
comes out alone. From that day on, she has to learn
to live anew, listen to the old women and try to understand the stories they tell about the forces that
live in surrounding swamps and how to deal with
them. Only this way can she understand something
about herself, too.

• Reads like a scary fairy tale, but it is more of a real teenage life: war with your own body and mind, loneliness
and loss;
• A very sensitive fantasy on the border between two
worlds: the one we know and the one far away, but just
as real.
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Irina
BOGATYREVA

YO U N G A D U LT / N E W A D U LT

Asya LAVRINOVICH
Alex HILL
Worst Friends
“Worst Friends” is a new novel by Asya Lavrinovich
co-authored by Alex Hill. A tender, easy story full of
kindness, warmth and love. Alia Markova and Tasia
Kozyr have been friends from the first grade. Two
school stars friendly sharing the crown and going through school years hand in hand. During the
school years of their friendship they have elaborated
a list of rules, which protects their friendship from
quarrels and failures.
The graduation class – a very special year, promises
to be unforgettable. But suddenly everything turns
upside down. Rules are broken. Friends change their
attitude towards the girls, boys switch to other girls.
And the trigger for these events is the new boy in
the class.
320 pages, 2021

Asya Lavrinovich is a young Russian author from Saint-Petersburg. Asya studied law in the university, but in the middle of
the studies she decided to be a journalist and changed the department. After the university she was a sports journalist in the
large media holding, and at the same time she started to write
fiction and publish her books on Litnet. Over 5 mln readers on the
self-publishing platform brought Asya to Eksmo. 2019 was the
year when her first book «One Step Ahead» came out and immediately became a bestseller. The secret to her popularity is in her
easy style and stories that every reader could relate to.

Market:
• YA audience
• Fans of cute and kind love stories, especially to Kasie
West and Jenny Han fans.

Points of interest:
• Since 2019 Eksmo published 9 books by Asya Lavrinovich with a total print-run of over 100 000 copies
(plus over 230 000 e-copies)
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CRIME

Tatyana
STEPANOVA
Three Roads Cross
Can a victim become a murderer!
They have hardly ever come across a more mysterious case in their professional life - a series of strange
crimes, furnished with frightening and deliberate
cruelty ...
Each time a new victim is found at the cross of three
roads - a sacred and mystical place ...
However, irresistable evidence proves that the murderers are different in each case...
Chief of the criminal police Colonel Gushchin and his
partners Klavdiy Mamontov and Makar Psaltyrnikov
solve this mystery puzzle. And answer the most ambiguous and paradoxical question: Can a victim become a murderer?

384 pages, 2021
Total print of the author’s novels over 8 mln copies!
Tatyana Stepanova graduated from
the Law Department of Moscow
State University. She is a lieutenant
colonel of police and a hereditary
investigator. She has solved dozens
of real crimes. Her books are about
professionals, not amateurs. Her
crime stories combine realism and
psychology of the classic detective
story. They are written according to
the laws of the genre with impeccable
style and detailed accuracy and bring
the readers exciting plots and outstanding characters!
Tatyana Stepanova is the author of
40 novels with a total print of over 8
million copies. Her novels were translated into Polish and German and
adapted into TV series. She ivites the
reader to a literary “room of horror.

Market:
• Fans of classical detective and thrillers

Points of interest:
• 40 novels, 8 mln. Copies sold
• Mysterious murders, tangible atmosphere of crime,
harrowing and unsettling anticipation of something
unknown, frightening ...
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CRIME

Tatyana
USTINOVA
Artemis Earing
Total print-run of 47 novels by the author - 38 mln.
copies!
One of Top 3 Russian authors
No 10 in Top Fiction Chart 2020

There are different types of crime stories: noir, Scandinavian, sports, classic, military, medical and many
others. Novels by Tatyana Ustinova are perfect examples of cozy, romantic and very female stories in
the genre of crime fiction. They are like chicken soup
for restoring faith in humanity after severe trauma,
because the main characters, just like the readers,
are ordinary people, and there is always a happy
ending.

Nastya is seventeen. She is at once quite timid and
demanding of herself. A future actress, she has a
difficult relationship with her mother and the world
around her. Her mother, in her opinion, is no good.
Her grandmother, Maria Timofeevna, is a stately and
beautiful lady, who for some reason hates Nastya’s
late father, a genius writer! But why..? What for..?
What mysteries are her mother and grandmother hiding? One morning, during Nastya’s entrance
exam at the theatre school, a terrible thing happens:
a young actress and star of many TV series is killed.
Nastya and her friend Danya become almost eyewitnesses to murder, and they themselves might be
in danger. In fact, the entire family, which consists
only of a few women, is in danger! Her life, quite routine and yet comfortable, could be destroyed and
fall into pieces that cannot be put together. All three
women of the story go through their own trials and
tribulations: all three discover each other’s secrets
and get to know each other in a new way. Men reach
out to help them — each gets her own hero — and
it becomes unclear how they could have survived
without each other for so long.

320 pages, 2020
Rights sold: Poland
Tatiana Ustinova is one of the most
famous Russian writers, the author of
47 detective novels, which sold more
than 38 million copies, winner of numerous awards and prizes, scriptwriter and a famous TV host. Her novels
were tanslated into: Estonian, Bulgarian, English, Polish, Lithuanian, Arabic.
This extraordinary woman entered
the literary world more than 15 years
ago, but even now each of her novelties invariably heads book ratings
and in most cases goes further: from
book pages to the screen. Tatyana
Ustinova is unrivalled in combining
detective mystery, deep psychological overtones and a beautiful story of
sincere love. The unofficial title of The
First Among The Best has long been
awarded to Tatyana Ustinova by millions of readers

Market:
• Women commercial fiction

Points of interest:
• Always a happy ending;
• Crime story revealing true human nature and desires of
the characters.
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CRIME

Roman
KANUSHKIN
Telephonist
Roman Kanushkin’s new book, Telephonist, is a dark,
harsh, addictive story that easily competes with
the best Scandinavian thrillers for the right to deprive you of a good night’s sleep. Kanushkin’s style
is characterized by high erudition, true intelligence
and innovative thinking, which earned his work
many faithful fans.

608 pages, 2020

Roman Kanushkin is a Moscow author of numerous thrillers and a script
writer. Among his works — a mystical
thriller «Children of Robinson Crusoe»
and a popularly accepted and critically acclaimed fantasy cycle «Moscow
Canal». Film rights to «Telephonist»
have been sold to Production company SREDA.

Market:

The protagonist — Mykola Vasilievich Forel — is a
writer who became famous after a series of thrillers
about a serial maniac. Forel’s bright, dynamic, and
Frank prose immediately won him well-deserved
fame and attracted thousands of fans to his work.
However, unfortunately, not only readers became
interested in the story of maniac nicknamed «Telephonist» — a real murderer appeared in the city.
The criminal began to copy stories from Forel’s
books, using them as scripts for his heinous crimes.
It took the police an enormous effort to stop the
maniac, but after some time Forel decides to continue his book series and begins to write a new book
about Telephonist. Murders resume immediately after Forel sits to write a new book.
New victims appear along with new chapters, and
the police don’t have the least idea how this is possible: the maniac knows the contents of the chapters
and reproduces them in his crimes even before the
writer has finished his book!
Who commits the crimes: a copycat or a real maniac
who managed to escape the police some time ago?
How does he learn the plot of chapters from the new
book of the writer, although it has not even been
published yet? Perhaps Forel in this case is not at all
an accidental victim of circumstances ...

• Adult fans of good crime stories and thrillers

Points of interest:
• An honest conversation on the darkest and the most
cruel subjects;
• Games with reality;
• An excellent puzzle for brain.
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FA N TASY

Xen
KRAS
Rotten Tales
The Burden of Blood

“The Burden of Blood” is the first book in the cycle
of six.
The author has created a very realistic and diverse
fantasy world, ruled by the One King and the Great
Dynasties (about 9 of them!), with savages living the
Wildlands with whom the endless war for territory
goes on and on.
Legend has it that the 9 Great Dynasties descended
from the “First Ones”, great and powerful magical
beings. One day the king, unknowingly, executes the
last of the squad of Thirteen who were holding back
the dangerous cult of the First Ones.
A king has died, leaving an eleven-year-old son, and
it is not a case of a young ruler to come and fix his
father’s mistakes. The fear that held back the embittered lords has gone with the king. The laws have
turned against the people, their premise twisted and
forgotten. Riots erupt in the kingdom. Chaos in the
streets covers the revived cult, its followers eager
to bring back to life what was long forgotten and
“must not return.” A gift awakening in the descendants of the first rulers will plunge the world into a
bloody war. And the reason for all this was only one
mistake of the past.

672 pages, 2021

Market:
• For those who are not afraid of massive, gritty fantasy
in a realistic and not at all romantic historical settings.
• For the readers of “A Song of Ice and Fire”, since “Rotten

If you appreciate:
-detailed fantasy worlds, worth while living a part of
your life in;
- characters with gray morals (and also a dark past
and impure thoughts in the present);
- twisted plots;
- frantic narrative dynamics;
- fantasy with more reality than magic;

Tales” is most often compared to it.
• For connoisseurs of Abercrombie with his down-toearth, brutal, yet charming in their own way, characters.

Points of interest:
• If you think there are too many characters in “Game
of Thrones,” don’t bother with “Rotten Tales”, they will
chew you up and swallow you.

then «Rotten Tales» is a perfect match for you.

• If you are not interested in politics in the books and
you are bored to watch tactical games of the powerful
world - don’t bother with “Rotten Tales”
• If you prefer a measured pace and an emphasis on the
inner feelings of the heroes - don’t even think of this
book, the plot rushes at a gallop, there is no time to
worry.
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FA N TASY

Anna
SEMIROL
Toys of Ballantyne House

554 pages, 2021

Anna Semirol – is a GP supervising
women with extragenital pathology in pregnancy, and a rehabilitation
specialist. But it is not only medicine that made her famous – Anna
is a well-know author of fantasy,
post-apocalyptic and cyber-punk
novels. Her short stories and novelettes were published in anthologies
and literary magazines. She also has
an army of readers on various selfpub platforms.

Market:
• Widest audience of fantasy and steampunk

Points of interest:
• Three stories of five generations about the payback for

Anne Semirol’s long-awaited novel “Toys of Ballantyne House” is a philosophical drama, a gripping
family saga, and a phantasmagorical parable about
human nature.
An atmospheric novel set in Victorian England and is
decorated with steampunk features.
Is it possible to cheat death? Does a person have the
right to decide for others? Can you bring the dead
back to life? What it is to play a role of the God?
The wonders of mechanics and knowledge of dark
power help the Ballantyne revive the dead. The reborn make ideal workers and servants. The wealthy
families no longer fear death. And yet not everyone
is willing to accept the immortal as their equal.
For more than a hundred years half-men, half-dolls
try to prove that they are not dead, that it is not the
heartbeat that makes a person alive. But on the other side of the scale is blind obedience to the orders
of the Ballantyne. Where will the unrestrained and
unscrupulous pursuit of power lead the “lord” of the
puppets? What will happen to New Croydon where
there are already thousands of reborns? Whose side
will the Universe itself take?
Praise:
“Anna Semirol opens doors to other worlds, which
may be cruel and gloomy, whimsical and distressing.
However, the author’s presence and guidance won’t
leave you hopeless.”- Marina and Sergey Dyachenko, best-selling authors of Vita Nostra and Daughter
from the Dark
“The world created by Anna Semirol bears classical
steampunk features – zeppelins and gaslight, ugly
aristocracy and poor people, science resembling
magic (or vice versa). In this gloomy magical atmosphere a sparkle of love sets the fire: a whole new
race of reborn comes will-less and rightless at the
beginning. All we have to do is to follow their struggle holding our breath.” – Natalia Osoyanu, author of
fantasy novels, translator.

selfishness, fear, overcoming oneself, the willingness to
sacrifice.
• Steampunk in Victorian England
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WOMEN FICTION

Maria
METLITSKAYA
Mother-in-Law’s Diary
Has your son instantly changed a lot? Texting all the
time, hanging on the phone for hours and answering
to you without even bothering to listen? Well, the
diagnosis is clear: he is in love, and maybe you are
not that far away from becoming a mother-in-law.
In this case, you should read this book, because it
would be excellent psychotherapy for you.
Or, maybe, you are that girl who turned a young
guy into a goopy crazy head? Well, then this book
is for you as well, as every mother-in-law was also
a daughter-in-law once. And – most importantly –
every daughter-in-law will most likely become a
mother-in-law in future!

320 pages, 2021
Rights sold: Bulgaria, Poland, Lebanon
Maria Metlitskaya is a best-selling author of over 30 novels. Total
print-run of her melodramas is over 3mln. copies. She is a talented narrator. She writes about women’s lives that seem all ordinary
when you initially look at them. Prince Charming does not ride a
white horse under their windows. They do not marry millionaires
and do not get awards at beauty contests. They are just ordinary
people with problems everybody has. However, this is exactly the
reason why Maria Metlitskaya’s novels are so successful. Her book
is like talking to an old trusty friend that can support and give a
good advice when needed.

Market:
• Widest audience of women fiction

Points of interest:
• total print run 175 000 copies;
• this book should be handed out to every newlywed
couple right after they give their vows;
• therapy for new mothers-in-law.
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WOMEN FICTION

Natalia
REPINA
Prologue
A wonderful example of contemporary Russian prose
written in the best tradition of Dina Rubina and Ludmila Ulitskaya, when a single personality turns out to
be much deeper and more interesting, than a whole
epoch. USSR, 1950-s with their hope for better and
youth – the author is a brilliant creator of an atmosphere and a skillful artist depicting moods, motives
and frustrations of the protagonists. The core of the
plot is a story of 2 girls – best friends and students –
one of whom is in love with a 40 year old artist. The
protagonists, as well the country as a whole, live in
expectation of better life. Everybody is waiting for
success, love and happiness, but nobody realizes
that the prologue to a better living is the life in itself.

320 pages, 2021

Natalia Repina is a writer and a screenwriter. Winner of screenwriters contests.

Market:
• Widest audience of women fiction
• For the readers of Vasily Aksenov:”Moscow Saga” and
Anatoly Rybnikov: “Children of Arbat”

Points of interest:
• A wonderful literary language, realistic plot and lively
characters;
• USSR of 1950-s settings
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M E D I C I N E & H E A LT H

Dr. Evgeny BLUM
Biomechanics
How to Restore Your Body

Taking a place between Tom Myers: “Anatomy Trains”
and Peter M. Mcginnis: “Biomechanics of Sport and
Exercise”, this book is logical outcome of the main
activity of Dr.Blum – helping people regain health,
rehab after trauma or surgery (f.ex: endoprothetics)
with natural body resources involved at maximum.
Briefly – Dr.Blum is sure in a majority of cases our
body can heal itself. Sometimes we should not stand
on the way of our nature, and sometimes we simply can adjust the body resources and direct them
towards the painful point. The book describes how
the body can restore itself, which mechanisms are
involved and what obstacles for rehabilitation exist.
The book contains theoretical basis of:
- trauma and surgery rehabilitation;
- pathology of musculoskeletal system in children
and adults;
- preparation for sports competitions and trauma
prevention
Dr.Blum’s method aims at stimulating natural mechanisms of regeneration and cleaning through targeted manipulation on deep muscle layers. The main
task is to find weak points in the body, figure out
the reasons and outcomes of illness and to restore
health resources step by step.
What else is there in the book for you:
- Restoring tissues structure
- Synechia removing
- Improving blood circulation
- Training coordination, strength and stamina
- Joints restauration
- Core muscles strengthening.

208 pages, 2019

Dr. Evgeny Blum is the author and
inventor of methods, techniques and
equipment, Doctor of Medical Sciences, professor and Head of Clinical
Rehabilitation Department of RUDN
University, Honored Inventor of Russia.
Dr.Blum works with sportsmen from
Israel, France, USA, Great Britain
and Turkey. More about the author:
https://doctorblum.ru/en/

Market:
• General audience interested in health,
• Physiotherapy and kinesiotherapy
• Physiotherapists, fitness coaches, lifestyle coaches

Points of interest:
• The purpose of this book is to help the body stand
against illnesses without medications;
• The author is a founder of Russian kinesiology
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The Silence of the Liver

256 pages, 2020
English sample available
Sergey Vyalov, M.D., Ph.D., is a gastroenterologist and hepatologist, who
ranks 12th in the Comcon research
rating among expert physicians. He
is an active member of AGA, UEG,
EASL and participates in the European and American UEGW and DDW
Congresses. He is the head of federal
educational programs for physicians,
author of the international course in
Clinical Gastroenterology, author of
the popular education course A Few
Simple Rules for Your Digestion, and
host of the patient program entitled
Questions That Bug You, where every
patient can get a free answer to his or
her questions. www.vyalov.com

Market:
• Widest readership of people interested in maintaining
their health and understand more about how the body

If you want to get an answer to the question: “How
does this work?” or if you already have problems
with your liver, this book will replace 200 books on
alternative or conservative medicine, which pay almost no attention to the problem of how liver diseases initially appear. Doctor Vyalov:
- will share dozens of unknown facts about how your
liver works,
- will help you deal with serious problems that affect
our bodies.
This new understanding will help readers restore
their impaired liver function, improve cholesterol
level and liver function tests, reduce the effects of
“weekends over a glass”, cure hepatitis, improve the
quality of bile, get rid of parasites, and even increase
your potency and increase the level of sex hormones
in your body. Most importantly, you will be able to
protect and restore your liver!

The first part of the book will describe the key notions behind the structure and function of your liver.
In the second part, we will talk about the functioning
of the liver during illnesses, study the mechanisms
for disease development and discover ways to undo
the damage. The third part of the book is a practical
guide on checking the health of your liver, controlling
its functions and diagnosing diseases. The fourth
part is dedicated to a review of methods to restore
the liver function and treat various conditions that
affect the liver. The book indicates precisely what
each method is for, and you will be able to select the
most effective approach to treating your liver problems. The author presents an easy-to-read review of
research on methods of treating the liver and various medications.

works

Points of interest:
• dozens of unknown facts about how your liver works;
• practical guide on checking the health of your liver, controlling its functions and diagnosing diseases
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Sergey
VYALOV

M E D I C I N E & H E A LT H

Anna SHUMEIKO,
Natalia BORISOVA
Respiratory Exercises With
COVID-19
Breathing practices that can
save life
The book everybody must have in 2021, delivered to
you by two specialists and enthusiasts.

Respiratory Exercises With Covid-19 is a patients
guide to breathing gymnastics in the era of pandemic. In the book, you can find all types of effective
and widely acknowledged breathing practices, from
preventive exercises to make your lungs stronger to
the ones designed for use during Covid or for the
recuperation period and approved by the Russian
Public Health Service.
Breathing exercises have been used in Russia for
decades and have been very effective in battling
and recuperating after various respiratory diseases,
including viral pneumonia.
The book includes:
• 10-minute workouts for acute patients;
• Exercises for lungs function restoration after
Covid;
• Preventive methods to give you more chances to
easily overcome respiratory diseases.

120 pages, 2021
Rights sold: Turkey
Dr Anna Shumeiko is a remedial gymnastics and sports medicine expert,
with a license in rehabilitation medicine, and also a skilled osteopath
working as the leading doctor in one
of the biggest osteopathy centers in
Moscow. She was also working as a volunteer in the central hospital specializing in Covid treatment from the very
start of the pandemic, helping patients
to recuperate and restore their lungs’
functioning, using classical and ancient
eastern breathing exercises.
Natalia Borisova, a licensed psychologist, has been learning and practicing
eastern recuperation and regeneration systems such as neigong, wushu,
qigong, and tai chi, since 1996. In
2016, she also became Chan San’s
student and the official rep of the
Hunyuan Tai Chi School in Russia.

Take control of your health and protect yourself and
your loved ones with the most essential book of
2021.

Market:
• Market is limitless

Points of interest:
• Respiratory exercises that helped thousands of patients;
• A prevention system to make lungs stronger
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Immunity Attacks
Autoimmune disease is a condition when the immune system is aggressive to the body’s own organs and tissues with autoantibodies emerging in
the blood, like a spot bombing, selectively attacking
certain tissue structures.
So, sometimes our main protector, the immune system, starts acting up, causing damage to our own
organs and tissues. Autoimmune diseases are difficult to treat and devious. To treat them, we need to
think carefully about the development and course of
each particular disorder. This book contains all the
available knowledge on this topic to help patients
live more fulfilling lives, understand their physicians
clearly and be better informed about the treatment
of autoimmune diseases. You will learn to distinguish various diseases and become familiar with
cutting-edge treatment plans.
192 pages, 2021, English sample available
Rights sold: Bulgaria, Czech Republic
Ilya Smitienko — Ph.D in Medicine,
associate professor, head of the Department of Rheumatology of International Institute of Postgraduate
Medical Education (Moscow), practicing rheumatologist, author of over
60 scientific publications in Russian
and international medical journals.

The book will be an excellent gift for an active person who wants to receive some cutting-edge, objective and easy to understand information regarding the ways in which autoimmune diseases affect
various organs and tissues. In the book the readers
will find all the fundamental up-to-date information
on the most widely spread autoimmune diseases,
including Hashimoto disease ,rheumatoid arthritis,
muscles inflammatory diseases, psoriasis, lupus and
vasculitis.

Market:
• General reader interested in latest medical data and research;
• Patients with autoimmune diseases;
• GPs, senior medical students, nurses

Points of interest:
• What your life is like when you have autoimmune disease and what is has to be;
• Myths and facts about vaccines;
• Autoimmune diseases in children;
• Acute infection – what should be done.
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Ilya
SMITIENKO
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Andrey
BELOVESHKIN
What to Eat
When to Eat
How to Find Your Sweet
Spot Between Fasting and
Overeating
30 000 copies sold!
Life is not a sprint of getting into your summer body
in a month, but a marathon of staying fit and healthy
as long as possible, slowing down the aging process
and increasing our life expectancy.
The right eating routine is the most effective way
to improve both your physical health and overall
well-being. Nowadays, there is a confusing amount
of conflicting healthy eating tips and methods.
Some experts add to the abundant and various
myths about diets, others strive to bust them. Some
authors cite their own firsthand experience as an
illustrative example, others suggest ignoring personal experience and relying solely on the scientific
based research.

The new book by Dr. Andrey Beloveshkin will help
you to sort it all out and find your own sweet spot.
What and When to Eat is a set of flexible rules,
backed with exhaustive theory and research, that
you can adapt and use to figure out what works
for you.
Following Dr Beloveshkin’s rules, you’ll learn how to
read your own body like an open book and how to
apply this knowledge to boost the quality of your life.
The rules include recommendation on the following:
When to eat? Basic rules on how to improve your
eating routine;
What to eat? Rules on how to pick the right food, its
ingredients and their benefits;
How to eat? The psychology of eating, and how to
combine the right diet with physical exercises.

256 pages, 2020, Full English text available
Rights sold: Czech Republic, Slovakia, Poland
Andrey Beloveshkin is from Belarus. He is a practicing gastroenterologist, PhD in medicine and a well-known medical blogger
with an army of followers.

Market:
• General readers looking for a clear up-to-date scientific
approach to healthy eating and weight loss.

Points of interest:
• Comprehensive approach to weight management;
• Easy to follow, adaptable rules based on science.
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Andrey
BELOVESHKIN
Power for Life
How to use health resources
of the body

Have you noticed what a fun it is to work after a long
and eventful vacation? And alternatively, how hard
it becoms to get up in the morning if you have not
been able to properly rest for a long time? All this
says only one thing — that our resources, although
they are depleted, can always be replenished. Unfortunately, you won’t be able to accumulate sleep
hours or eat for a lifetime ahead, but it is very possible to acquire the habit of «charging» the internal
battery.

592 pages, 2020

Andrei Beloveshkin, PhD, author of bestselling «What to Eat,
When to Eat» offers a unique encyclopedia of health, which will
tell you about what health resources exist in our bodies, how to
replenish them and, most importantly, how to coordinate them
with your rhythm of life, and not be their hostage.

This book will teach you to be more conscious about
your own life, create and replenish the reserves of
the body and will help you to fully unleash the life
potential given by nature.
Most of us know exactly what is good for them and
what is bad. However, this does not at all prevent us
from destroying our health — sleeping less, eating
fast food, being lazy to walk instead of using cars or
public transport. It seems that even if such simple
actions have negative consequences, it will not be
very soon. Consider, however: how often do you feel
wiped out after a day at work? Have you gained a
couple of extra pounds lately? When have you last
seen your face fresh and rested?
The resources of our body are not endless, and they
must be replenished. And, unfortunately, a couple
of sports or diet marathons from Instagram are not
enough.

Market:
• Widest audience interested in long and healthy living

Points of interest:

The book is a handbook revealing the 7 key aspects
of health. The author talks about the resources of
health, their replenishment and integrating them
into the rhythm of life, based on cutting-edge scientific research. Practical tasks after each paragraph. Large format, hardcover, author’s drawings.

• 7 key aspects of health;
• How to easily integrate healthy habits into your life;
• How to recharge you battery
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Igor
RYZOV
Bestselling author of Kremlin
School of Negotiations
Kremlin School of Negotiations
RIGHTS SOLD: Poland, Romania, China, Spain, Italy,
UK, Czech Republic, Bulgaria, Serbia, Gernamy, Lebanon
394 pages, hardcover, 2016, English text available
Best Business Book of 2016 in Russian
The famous Kremlin method of gaining, holding and
managing attention in difficult negotiation situations. Proved by 20-year experience and supplied
with interactive assignments, this system is applicable in business and in everyday life.
Negotiating with Monsters
Getting a Win Against Monsters Movers and
Shakers
Rights sold: China, Poland
256 pages, hardcover, 2018 English sample available
Best Business Book of 2018 in Russian
“Monsters” are experienced managers, top public
offcials or business gurus who might be diffcult to
find a common language with. Such people surround
each of us. In his new book, Igor Ryzov describes the
techniques and scenarios that will help you get on
an equal footing with these monsters, and achieve
win win results.
Sales Monster
256 pages
Sales Monster is a god of negotiations, so it’s time
to upgrade your skills and make your customers ever
returning and your income ever growing.
With examples from his own selling practice and,
as usual, historical flashbacks the author in his clear
and friendly manner how to:
To outline and sell the value
To easily cope with objections
Effectively use deficiency principle
Close tons of deals at any level
Sell in monstrous quantity

Market:
• Policy makers and negotiators of all levels: managers
(top and middle), sales people, buyers;
• Books by Igor Ryzov are very useful for general wide
readership as well, because his recommendations are
applicable in everyday negotiations and examples he
gives are very interesting stories after all.
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Igor
RYZOV
Stop Calling Me
Have you ever counted how many calls a day you get
and how many you actually take? People just don’t
pick up anymore, they are fed up with decent companies and conmen alike, trying to sell them their
goods and services or to fish out their personal data.
It’s become next to impossible to try and promote
or sell anything on the phone. But telesales are not
extinct, instead they have adjusted to the new environment and have switched to messengers and
social media
But what if your business hasn’t adjusted yet?

272 pages, 2021

Igor Ryzov is the leading Russian negotiations expert (according to WikiExpert.su), Editor-in Chief of “Master
of Negotiations” Magazine, and a
bestselling author.
In his books Igor Ryzov translates
years of his academic and handson experience into clear and effective methods and techniques that
will help you to take your business
to a new level. He is the author of
quite a few internationally acclaimed
bestsellers, with Kremlin School of
Negotiations (Best Business Book
in Russian 2016 according to PwC,
translated: 9 languages), and How
to Negotiate with Putin and Trump
(Best Business Book in Russian 2018
according to PwC, translated: 2 languages) among them.

Points of interest:

If you are still in the dark about how to hook a customer and see a deal through without the benefit
of a convincing voice on the phone, this book will be
your lifeline in the modern era!
The latest and highly anticipated book by bestselling author, Igor Ryzov, will teach you how to build
the right e-communication with the potential byers,
turn them into your loyal customers, and take your
company to the level you could never even dream of!
Thanks to Stop Calling Me, you’ll learn how to:
• start a conversation with a potential customer
and create an atmosphere of trust;
• build the communication in a way that doesn’t let
the customer bail out or drop off the face of the
earth;
• present your goods or services using both audio
and video materials;
• deal with objections and complaints in the best
way possible;
• increase the number of repeat customers and
build a loyal customer base;
and so much more, written in an entertaining and
absorbing fashion, so that you won’t be able to put
the book down till you are the master of the modern
telesales!

• Most up-to-date and practical advise based on hundreds of cases from various spheres;

Market:

• Igor Ryzov is internationally best selling author and key
opinion leader in Russia;
• High expertise and a lot of examples on various levels
of business

• Sales people whatever they sell;
• Account managers and those in any way dealing with
clients
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Nadezhda KOBINA
Elena STAROSTINA
Patrick’s Syndrom
This is sensational in the world of personal branding! There are tons of books describing tools and
techniques for personal brand development — all of
them have an instant effect, but reader’s motivation
is also a momentum.
None of this load of books speak about reasons that
prevent people from managing their reputation in
the long term and means of overcoming internal
barriers on the way to success.
Nobody has ever dig that deep into human subconscious and given that many transformative tools for
creating a powerful and long lasting personal brand.
Hundreds and thousands of people deserve to be
acknowledged by the society for their ideas and
achievements, and simply for their high professionalism. However, they remain in the shadow. They
spend money hiring coaches, listen to numerous
lectures and courses, read thousands of books and
articles. They already possess all the necessary instruments, but they don’t use them. This has to be
changed!

304 pages, 2020
Best Business Book to Help Business Develop 2020
according to PwC

Nadezhda Kobina — founder and CEO of personal branding
agency «Cosmos-4». Created instruments for business reputation management including matrix theory of personal branding.
Elena Starostina — co-founder of personal branding agency
«Cosmos-4». Author of MBTI for personal brand course.

This book is an explosive mixture of life stories, deep
psychoanalysis and practical recommendations
from PR-professionals. It describes 21 psychological
barrier and tools for overcoming them. After reading
this book you will be able to:
Set yourself free from sneaking emotions;
Put the barriers out of your way to achievements;
Make confident steps to acknowledgement.

Market:
• All interested in personal brand maintenance and development

Points of interest:
• More than 50 practical tasks, tests, hints, graphics and
tables;
• 21 psychological barrier and tools for overcoming them;
• practical recommendations from PR-professionals
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Nikolay
MOLCHANOV
Growth Drivers
Best Business Book
in Russian 2020

224 pages, 2020

Nikolay Molchanov, PhD in psychology, MBA, is a famous business consultant and Eldey Consulting partner.
He is also a member of the board of
directors in as many as 12 companies, two of which are included into
the TOP-500 Russian businesses
list, according to Forbes Russia. He
is a creator of psychological business
engineering concept and one of the
best experts in buyer behavior management in Russia.

‘Growth Drivers’ is not just a book, it is a whole business scaling plan that you’ll be able to learn about
and implement without pricey services of this or
that consulting company. Nikolay Molchanov offers
you the simple guidelines that will be translated into
the financial profit in no time, for the price of a hardcover copy.
The book is divided into three sections:
• First section: quick fixes.
You will learn how to adjust the positioning of the
product and get the profits here and now.
• Second section: market sustainability.
You will be able to finally get the sales funnel right,
you’ll find new clients, work out your competitive
edge and build the right pricing system.
• Third section: scaling.

You will learn business forecasting and will get all
the information about how to launch new products
and bring up a successor who will take over the operational side of the business, while you continue
developing it and cracking new markets.
If you are still in the dark about how to position, market and launch your products right or you are stuck
in a rut and do not know how you can develop your
business further, ‘Growth Drivers’ will help you sort
it all and take you to a new stage of your business
development and your income.

Market:
• entrepreneurs, just starting out and seasoned alike,
• anyone interested in marketing and business development

Points of interest:
• positioning, marketing and launching your product
• keeping your product in demand on the market
• forecasting and scaling your business
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Nikolay
MOLCHANOV
Homo Buying and Homo
Selling
How Evolution Changes Psychology of the Buyer and
What That Has to Do With
Luke Skywalker

In 2002 Deniel Kahneman was awarded The Nobel
Prize for proving the fact that the majority of decision people take are irrational. It’s true that during
millions of years of human brain evolution a man had
to run from wild animals for a much more time than
following Dow Jones.
Modern companies and enterprises create advertising and selling texts, formulate product’s value,
sometimes ignoring the reason people would base
the purchase on.
This book is a key to hidden mechanisms of buyer
behavior in modern world.
• Why is the mechanism the same in case of doormat purchase and Tinder swipes?
• What is in common between rhesus monkeys and
our passion for playing smart? And what is it for
marketing?
• What is “IKEA effect” and how to use it?

400 pages, 2020

Market:
• Wide audience: both sellers and buyers;
• Those who want to take their business to next level

Points of interest:
• Author of Best Business Book in Russian 2020;
• This book is a key to hidden mechanisms of buyer behavior in modern world.
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Tatiana
AKIMOVA
Sister to Sister

320 pages, 2021

Tatiana Akimova is a successful businesswoman and the founder
of the business club ‘EnergyGO’ in Belarus. She interviewed over
50 outstanding women entrepreneurs from Russia, Kazakhstan,
Ukraine, and Belarus for her book ‘Sister to Sister’ in order to help
budding entrepreneurs to find the inspiration and the knowledge to start their own journey and become a success!

‘Don’t be silly! It’s not for you! You are not cut out for
business! You – a billionaire? Oh please…’ – do you
have that inner voice telling you this, too? It discourages you, kills your motivation and just prevents you
from achieving your goals and living up to your true
potential!
What’s that barrier that keeps women from setting
up a successful and profitable business? It consists
of their own fears, doubts and insecurities.
‘Sister to Sister’ is a collection of inspiring stories
about women who knocked down that barrier and
achieved a lot! You don’t have to be a millionaire’s
wife or daughter or any relation for this matter, to
make it in this world! Just stick to the ‘Just do it’
principle, make it your personal motto and go for it!
The book contains:
• 23 poignant success stories;
• 132 tips and tricks that will help you not to shun
difficulties or challenges, but reach all your goals and
achieve a truly happy life;
• 320 pages of sheer inspiration for those who are
dreaming of setting up a business.
Praise:

Market:
• Readers looking for more confidence and inspiration;
• starting out women entrepreneurs;
• women needing support in striving for and achieving
their life goals.

Points of interest:
• success stories from Russian-business women + key secret business tools;
• from 0 to millionaires – self-made women only;
• inspiration to fast track you to your goals

“This book is about believing in yourself whatever
the circumstances, about moving forward without
being afraid of what can happen down the road,
about overcoming the hurdles and turning over a
new leaf in your life!” - Oksana Pushkina, a stateswoman and a public person, Russian MP, an author
and the host of ‘Women’s view’ TV program
“How to achieve your goals and stay true to your
childhood dreams? How to be a true woman, a loving mother and wife and the leader of a successful
business all wrapped in one?
You’ll find the answers to all these questions in ‘Sister
to Sister’ which combines the experience of so many
outstanding but so real modern women. They prove
that there is nothing that can stop a woman from
achieving her goals. Become ALLmighty and share
your energy with the world!” - Nadezhda Kopytina,
the first woman millionaire in Russia
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Vasily
SABIROV
Numbers Game:
Analytics in Video Games
What is a successful game formula? A unique idea?
A team of developers and designers who are ready
to put all their efforts into a project? Why do people abandon some games even before they finish
reading the tutorial, while they play other games
for years? Ask the game analyst!
A successful game consists not only of challenging game levels and attractive design. Above all,
it is a balanced combination of a large number of
factors that together create a positive user experience. Such a game engages and retains users, and,
of course, brings in profit.
This is the first book ever to cover game analytics
and metrics of any successful game, along with ways
of analyzing indicators and methods to improve
them. It will also tell you how to analyze, influence
and change player behavior to suit your goals. The
book will be of use to game developers as well as
studio owners who want to improve their game
scores.

376 pages, 2020
Rights sold: World English
English sample reading available

Vasily Sabirov (https://easybrain.com/)
is working in game analytics for 10
years. He is a co-founder of devtodev
platform and already helped over 100
projects to upgrade their results. He
adores games and everything that relates to games. But his main passion
is mathematics – numbers and analysis. And when games meet maths,
it results in game analysis – the most
interesting field to investigate and
understand.

Market:
The book is for who want to upgrade their IT product’s metrics:
• professional game analysts and those starting their career in

Points of interest:

game analysis;
• analysts working in contiguous IT fields: applications development, IT-startups, digital products;

• Main tools, metrics and indicators to be considered if
you want to launch a successful and long-term project;

• managers and owners of game development studios in order

• Specific examples to show how games become more

to better see what the analyst should be up to and what results

successful, balanced and profitable with the help of

can be achieved with game analytics.

correct game analytics «settings.»
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Alexey
SAVCHENKO
Game as Business
From Dream to Release
“An excellent guide covering major routes on the
map of game industry and game development.
Very helpful for a beginner and a good reminder for
an experienced veteran of the industry to fresh up
some very important peculiarities.”
Andrey Beletsky, creative director World of Tanks
PC, Wargaming.net

336 pages, 2020
Rights sold: World English
English sample reading available

Alexey Savchenko is a business development manager/licensing manager at Epic Games (Fortnite, Unreal
Engine) with over 20 years of game
development experience on various
positions: as game studio co-founder,
game producer and even PR manager.
He is an apparent figure in game industry with a rich background of game
business development, communications and licensing of entertainment
industry products. Alexey is a prominent speaker at international game
development conferences (DevGamm,
White Nights and others).
Apart from his professional activity,
he is an experienced traveler, streamer
and author of professional publications. “Game as Business” is his first
non-fiction book. He has also co-authored and published a fiction novel
“Cyberside”, film rights optioned by an
independent UK based movie studio.
Aleksey Savchenko was born in 1982 in
Ukraine, Donetsk. Now lives in Guildford, UK with his wife and a son.

You have a great idea and you are eager to create an
amazing game. You would like to start work immediately, but there’s one problem: Where should you
begin? Alexey Savchenko’s Hitchhiking Game Industry will be your reliable navigator in the stormy seas
of game development.
What does each game start with? An idea. But an
idea, no matter how brilliant, is not enough. You
need a plan of action.
Do you need a publisher, or should you be independent?
Who do you delegate your document flow and marketing to?
Why is the vertical slice the best?
How will participating in game exhibitions and conferences help your studio?

Points of interest:
Market:
• Embraces the best international experience (from China to the
• Game developers, general audience interested in

US) in game development industry;

games, pop culture, technologies and IT business. IT

• The reader can use it as a recipe cook book, gradually following

beginners looking for upgrading their competences and

the author’s recommendations from his experience in different

better understanding of the industry.

companies all over the world.
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Valeri
SOLOVEI
Revolution
Struggles of Modern Times

It’s been 30 years since the USSR crashed down to
become crocks of new independent states. 1991 was
the year of one of the greatest revolutions in history, which brought down Soviet regime and opened a
way to new democracy. Or did it?
Valeri Solovei not only explains the mechanics and
best practices of revolutions, but moreover touches upon moral and psychological revolution drivers
and reasons for possible failure. According to Valeri
revolutions rarely bring people to a wishful better
life. Analyzing human nature as a whole and not just
a notion of revolution, the conclusion might come
simple: deepest changes in human nature should
take place to make revolutions a success. Otherwise
regime after regime would be turned over followed
by severe frustrations. New edition of famous book
by a world-known Russian political analyst. It is a
fresh perception of history of post-Soviet Russia,
“color” and “internet” revolutions, events in Ukraine
and other states of former USSR.
The word “Revolution” triggers an overreaction in
modern world. Some hope for revolution, some call
for it, some curse it and live in fear. But nobody is
ignorant.

Valeri Solovei - a famous political scholar, author of
several intellectual bet-sellers, including “Absolute
Weapon. Basics of Psychological War and Mediamanipulation” – offers a fresh new vision of revolutionary processes. Breaking acclaimed myths and
delusions about revolution reasons and outcomes,
he conducts an innovative analysis of “color” revolutions, opens less known and intriguing pages of
post-Soviet history of Russia and shares his views
on revolutionary future of Russia.

320 pages, 2021

Valery Solovei is a Russian political
scientist, historian, and former head
of the Public Relations Department at
the Moscow State Institute of International Relations (MGIMO). In June
2019 he was requested to resign from
the MGIMO by the University administration.

Market:
• Wide readership interested in history, geopolitics and
current affairs

Points of interest:
• a fresh new vision of revolutionary processes;
• analysis of “color” revolutions;
• unknown and intriguing pages of post-Soviet history of
Russia
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Gennady
CHIKUNOV
I Was There
A Story of a Boy Who
Survived the Siege of
Leningrad

352 pages, 2020

More than 400 published and unpublished diaries about the
Siege of Leningrad are known to us to this day. Is it a lot or a little? The question is difficult, because each memory is a microcosm
of an individual person, because despite its scale, war is a lonely
business and everyone’s personal tragedy. Especially if you are
only 7 years old and instead of arithmetic lessons and the alphabet you only think about how not to die: either from the bombing,
or from hunger.

Market:
• General reader interested in history in general and WWII
in particular

Points of interest:
• A story of every boy or every girl at the great war;
• The tragedy and frustration when a “happy” Stalin pre-

The autobiography of Gennady Chikunov is a recollection of how a happy pre-war childhood is replaced by survival in besieged Leningrad, and a
naive faith in the slogans of Stalin’s parades and
propaganda films evaporates in the face of genuine suffering.
Unlike many similar books concentrating on the
Siege as an event «sealed» by both powerful images of the beginning battles and Victory, Chikunov’s autobiography creates a special world of the
pre-war, military and post-war past. This world,
shown through the eyes of a Soviet child, can tell
the modern reader how the late 1930s, the WWII,
the «death time» of the Siege were perceived, what
was the cost of equally dangerous evacuation and
hard life on the other side of the Soviet Union.
At the beginning of the war the author — a little
boy — together with his mother and sister, escaped
Leningrad, unknowing that very soon the city will
be blocked, and the life of those being taken hostage there — without food, without relatives, without work, without any connection to the outer
world — wouldl turn into a hell on earth. His father
went missing in a battle. His mother, who gave all
the food to the children, died of starvation and atrophy during the evacuation.
And, finally, the reader will learn the story of a long
and difficult return to the city, where the author of
this book lost everything except memory of the
great tragedy that happened to him, his family and
the entire Soviet people.
The book includes not only the author’s diary entries, the reader will also see photos of the siege —
some of them were provided by Gennady Chikunov
himself, some were collected from the archives. Scientific editor also comments each, which helps to
fully experience that great and terrible time from the
history of Russia.

war time vanishes under the fire of war;
• A story of survival.
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D O C U M E N TA RY & M E M O I R S

Anastasia
NIFONTOVA
A Dakar Woman.
Bike, Desert, and Nailart
Anastasiya Nifontova regularly participates in the
Russian rally-raid championship and, in 1999, she
became the first woman to compete in this long-distance racing discipline alongside male rivals.
In 2017, she became the first Russian woman to
compete in the Dakar on a bike and, by the time
the race was over, the first woman to complete it. In
2019, she went even further and took part in the Dakar Original class to finally become the first woman
to finish Dakar unsupported.
This book is a collection of the most important and
notable races for the whole period of Anastasia’s
participation in Dakar. You will learn the secrets of
success of the only Russian woman brave enough to
conquer Dakar.
Anastasia Nifontova is a famous motor racer, radio
host, ambassador of Red Bull and Motul, Toyota
Team Russia.
“I never wanted to be a femme fatale of a difficult
fate, but there are no light and easy fates on rally-raid roads, I’ve never met such. We pay for the
results and award stands with everything we have.
And we are ready to party for as long as need be.”
.

320 pages, 2021

The only female rally rider in Russia,
and the first woman to finish the Dakar Rally unsupported.

Market:
• Wide readership

who are looking for stories about

women in contemporary world

Points of interest:
• Memoirs of a famous motor racer, who is still a woman;
• How a family and high achievement sport co-exist
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Olga
SHMATOVA
Step by Step Drawing
Felt-Tip Pens and Liners

‘Step by Step Drawing With Felt-Tip Pens and Liners’
is an all-inclusive and detailed guide that will teach
you how to create masterpieces using materials on
hand. You’ll learn how to use felt-tip pens, liners and
colored pencils and will master basic methods and
techniques.
Detailed step-by-step instructions will allow beginners to develop their skills and techniques, while
saving time and effort for the future professional
development. And experienced artists will find some
new techniques in the guide with the help of which
they will enhance and spice up their work.
The guide consists of:
• a great number of artistic techniques,
• step-by-step instructions on drawing from
scratch,
• hands-on advice without any fluff.

320 pages, 2021

Olga Shmatova is a professional and
seasoned artist and the creator of a
unique drawing teaching methodology for both children and adults. Her
books have helped over 700 000
people to master drawing and painting or set off on this exciting journey.
She has also taught over a thousand
offline students.
‘Step by Step Drawing With Felt-Tip
Pens and Liners’ is another much-anticipated book in the series of bestsellers “Step-by-Step with Olga
Shmatova”

Market:
• for beginners who don’t want to splash out on the professional paints
• for professionals who are eager for new methods and
techniques
• for anyone who loves art and wants to jazz up their
drawing experience

Points of interest:
• to make the most of common felt-tip pens and liners,
• to learn new techniques from a seasoned artist,
• to up your creativeness and professional level.
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Natalie
RATKOVSKI
Paint Your Garden
This book will tell you the secrets of how to use simple techniques to capture the beauty of the plants in
your garden, even if it is confined to a small window
sill, to capture unusual places when you travel, or the
charm of the park round the corner. The book by a
famous illustrator, designer, and bestselling author,
Natalie Ratkowski, is dedicated to botanical sketching techniques. On the pages of this book you will
find interesting lessons to teach you how to draw
seasonal gardens and select the color palette, what
new graphic techniques the author invented, and
why shading is so important in drawing. The book
will help you perfect your skills to draw quickly, but
accurately and beautifully. The author has created
dozens of illustrations for Vogue, Cosmopolitan,
Samsung, and Taschen, hundreds of easel paintings,
drawings and sketches. With Natalie Ratkovski you
will learn and master paining techniques and create
your own garden!

208 pages, 2021

Natalie Ratkovski (1977) is an illustrator, designer, and bestselling author.
Natalie graduated from the Taganrog Radio Engineering University, but
along with her “technician” education
she worked as an illustrator of children’s books on physics and mathematics. After moving to Germany, she
decided to deepen her passion for art
and graphics. Natalie studied at the
Institute of Applied Sciences and Arts
Dortmund and graduated with honors as a designer and illustrator.
Many are familiar with Natalie’s works
and ideas by her projects that became
the first of the kind in RuNet: the
“Drawing Flashmob” project (sketchflashmob.floaty.de) for fans of nature
drawing, the “Endless Book” project
(endlessbook.floaty.de) for book illustrators, the “365 Sketches” project for
daily sketches. Later these projects
gained thousands of followers.
Author’s website: https://www.floaty.de

Market:
• for everybody interested in drawing, sketching and
painting

Points of interest:
• new author’s techniques: amazing and simple
• the art of sketching on the go
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A RT S

Karina
KINO
How to Start Painting

192 pages, 2019

Karina Kino is a talented Moscow artist, mother and primary
school teacher at the Green School of Gorky Park. Karina also
paints watercolor worlds, filled with funny animals, exotic plants
and beautiful flowers, and publishes a series of inspiring albums
for those in search for art ideas. Visit http://karinakino.ru/ to see
her website.

You admire the masterpieces of Aivazovsky, Shishkin,
Kuindji and feel quite inspired to follow that path, but
every time you are one-on-one with a blank canvas or
at least a sketchpad, you got stuck. A familiar feeling?
This book will eliminate the fear of the blank canvas, will
make you start painting, improve your skills, and, moreover, will help you find your winning painting technique.
Stop mulling around various success scenarios in your
head and panicking before taking a decisive step forward? Get inspired by watercolors of the artist whose
style has won over thousands of thousands of hearts.
Inside you will find numerous exercises created by the
author that will help you unleash your creative potential.
The famous artist has provided unique illustrations and a
guide to the boundless world of art. What materials can
you use in your creative work? Where should you seek
inspiration? How can you max out your social network
account? What mistakes do amateur artists frequently
make? Answers to this and many other questions can be
found in this unique book by Karina Kino.

Market:
• for everybody interested in drawing, sketching and
painting

Points of interest:
• eliminates the fear of black canvas;
• easy and quick way to start painting
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Olga
ABRAMOVA
Pastels
This is a brilliant guide for beginners and a point of
discovery for advanced artists.
There are many art materials in the world that can
make the creative process truly unforgettable. However, what could be more tender than pastels? Draw
with your hands, touching textured surface by fingertips, creating the transition of the form, only by
drawing a finger along the edge of the object. Can
you imagine this?
You will learn what types of pastels exist, how to
choose a palette, paper and what other materials
can be combined with pastels. How to create unusual elements and work on textures.

128 pages, 2020

Olga Abramova has been painting for over 20 years, but her
special love and passion is pastels. Olga is famous for her unique
techniques, when she mixes pastel with other art media. It is natural that such an outstanding painter has been recognized worldwide. More than 50 international exhibitions speak better than
words, when it comes to artist.

Market:
• Artists, beginners and profound ones will be happy to
learn the author’s techniques of working with pastels.
• Art fans and those who make their first steps in painting.

Points of interest:
• You can take this book down to artistic affirmations and
follow them on your creative way;
• Wonderful literary language in a handbook – a rare occasion;
• Famous artist is so close to the reader and openly
shares everything she knows.
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Denis
ZILBER
Art is Your Profession
From a DreamWorks and Nickelodeon illustrator!

304 pages, 2020, English sample available

Denis Zilber is a well-known illustrator with over 20 years of experience
with the largest companies all over
the world: GQ, FHM, Maxim, Playboy,
National Geographic, animation studios: DreamWorks, Hasbro Animation,
Nickelodeon и ReelFX and publishers:
Penguin и Scholastic.

Vincent van Gogh died in a ditch. To sell your craft
is a craft of itself.
A rare book about a profession of illustrator, or how
to become a successful illustrator and earn full time
with your art.
You will not find any lessons of illustration, sketching or step-by-step guidance for creativity development in this book.
No deadweight, no blubbering! From this book you
will learn:
How to find your own way in the world of art;
How to earn with creative arts;
What to create, what the price should be, what’s in
demand, how to become famous;
What contemporary illustration is and what we can
learn from great masters of the past;
Why the artist\illustrator needs storytelling skills;
Is digital painting really that bad;
Why it’s better to paint people, not objects;
How to create the most vivid portfolio.
If you are in the creative industries, or would like to
be, take his advice on board, do your job well, and
you won’t be disappointed.

Market:
• Young artists who want to make a career as illustrators;
• Illustrators who want to become famous
• Anyone who want to make art a business.

Points of interest:
• Great ideas on what to start with in order to become a
sought after illustrator;
• Creative advise on portfolio;
• Thoughtful recommendations on developing your skills
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Sergey
ZOTOV
Iconographic Anarchy
Icons Uncovered
Why does Saint Christopher have a head of a dog?
Why has the Virgin got three hands and a fishtail?
Why Pushkin, Stalin and football players appeared
in icons?

«Iconographic Anarchy» tells about the most unusual plots of Russian icons and their meaning.
Jesus with six hands, an Orthodox Christian Centaurus and a pigeon with four heads. The reader
with plunge into mystic images, where a human
life is represented as a labyrinth, where mysterious hands are growing from the holy cross, and a
thousand eyes follow the victim. You will see cruel
scenes, where the saint including Jesus himself are
armored.
The author will take you on the tour to world history and theology, opening the meaning of the most
mysterious allegories, unbelievable Russian spells
and charms. You will see unique and rare icons
available to specialists only. And what’s absolutely
amazing — you will be able to see culture and history from a different perspective.

368 pages, 2021
Rights sold: Poland
Sergey Zotov — culturologist and anthropologist, laureate of the
most prestigious Russian non-fiction literary award — «Prosvetitel» (‘Science communicator’), postdoctoral student of Warwick
University.

Market:
• Readers interested in history, theology and art

Points of interest:
• Unique icons you’ve never seen;
• Plots you didn’t have the least idea about
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PA R E N T I N G

Lydia
PARKHITKO
I Am Angry!
Being a mother is not easy, because sometimes,
along with love and tenderness, mothers can experience fatigue, anger and irritation, bringing their
emotions at their children. Then facing with a feeling of guilt for the «wrong» words and emotions
mothers bring themselves to a psychological crisis.
An endless circle. But being a good parent does not
mean giving all of yourself to the cares and needs of
the child. Among other things, parenting implies an
ability to turn towards one’s own experiences and
the ability to trust oneself. This book will guide you
to understanding of your hidden feelings, supporting you with specific techniques and practices that
will help you cope with the challenges of everyday
parenting. Help yourself first and then your child!
304 pages, 2020
Rights sold: Czech Republic, Turkey, China
English sample available
Lydia Parhitko is a psychotherapist, author of the popular blog
Mamam.Tut with more than 120 thousand subscribers on Instagram. Her book is a support for every mother, who, day after day,
devotes herself to raising children and completely forgets about
her own needs and emotions. Techniques and games suggested
by her will help women cope with the tangle of confused and conflicting feelings and establish interaction with the child.

You will learn:
Why are you angry with your child.
How to get out of the endless cycle of «anger —
guilt» and learn to accept yourself.
How you can make friends with your feelings and
find support in them, without creating an obstacle
to your relationship with your child.
What «dark» sides are there in every mom and how
you can use them.
What parental anger means to children and how it
affects their development.
How to properly respond to the acute feelings of
the child and not to be irritated by his behavior.
How to express your anger without negative consequences for the child.

Market:
• Parents, psychologists, family consultants

Points of interest:
• How to recognize and accept your feelings and turn
them into support;
• Psychotherapist’s advice on how to accept yourself and
improve your style of parenting.
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PA R E N T I N G

Anna
BYKOVA
“Lazy Mom” is an
international parenting
concept
Series include:
* Lazy Mom
How To Raise an Individual
220 000 copies sold
Translations: Bulgarian, Georgian, Romanian, Vietnamese, Latvian, Estonian, Slovak, Czech, Serbian,
Lithuanian, Mongolian, Azerbaijani, Korean, Polish,
American, Kazakh
* Lazy Mom Keeps Calm
200 000 copies sold
Translations: Latvian, Slovak, Turkey, Poland
* Emotionally Smart
Lazy Mom Tips for Raising Kids with High EQ
30 000 copies sold
Translations: Slovak
* Play And Learn
Lazy Mom Workbook
120 000 copies sold
Translations: Latvian, Slovak, Bulgarian, Czech, Romanian
* Blot-Therapy. A Lazy Mom Workbook
Age 3-5, Age 5-8
30 000 copies sold
Translations: Romanian
What is the difference between a Lazy Mom and
an idle mom? A Lazy Mom tries and does much
more for her child than a mom who would rather do
everything herself for her children (it is faster, after
all), and give them everything they might want here
and now.
Lets give children (even the smallest ones) freedom
to make choices and opportunity to be responsible
for their choices.
- The books will tell you how to bring up independent, reflective children, well-adapted to adult life,
and how to avoid turning them into sissies.
- When you teach your child to be independent, you
make life easier for both yourself and the child; you
give the child an opportunity to do many things on
his own, and not be helpless and unsure of himself.
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Anna Bykova lives is Ekaterinburg,
Russia. Studied in Ural State Pedagogical University (teacher of maths),
The Liberal Arts University (consulting
psychologist), International Institute
of Integrative Psychology (integrative
psychologist, art therapist). Works as
children’s and family psychologist,
an art therapist and a teacher of art
therapy, lecturer of seminars, trainings, therapeutic groups for adults,
teenagers and children.
Her parenting and also teaching approach went viral across Russia, Asia
and Western Europe.

Market:
• Moms… and dads (as they also need to know about parenting)

PA R E N T I N G

Marina
MELIA
Successful Parents =
Successful Kids?

208 pages, 2019
Rights sold: Lithuania, Georgia
English sample available

Marina Melia is a psychologist with 40
years of experience who works and
consults in France and Russia. She
proposes a more effective approach:
we should leave our children alone
and focus instead on ourselves, our
own words and deeds.
Marina Melia was a psychologist in national sport teams, was the head of the
laboratory of Professional Sport Psychology at the All-Union Research and
Development Institute of Physical Education, then headed the Soviet-American ECOPSY Psychological Center and
served as the General Director of RHR
Int. Consulting Company. She has been
providing psychological coaching and
consultancy services to top Russian
businessmen. She is regularly published
in the leading business and psychology
media, and is the author of business
and parenting bestsellers.

We all want our children to be successful, independent, and happy. So we actively help them to organize
their lives, control their behavior, and keep nagging
them and telling them how to behave. But our direct
influence is very often useless.
This book answer the following question:
How do we establish borders?
How do you admonish your child without a brawl?
When is traveling bad for children?
How do you help your child in his or her conflict with
a teacher?
Why is it harmful to be friends with your child?
What if you see your child’s friend influences him
badly?
What do you do when your child does not want anything?
This book is about setting boundaries. It’s about
freedom, fears, bullying, pocket money, immaturity,
and much more. Most importantly, this book will remind us of parenting essence: our main task as parents is to serve as the best example to our children.
We must never lose our composure, learn to hear
out and listen to our children, never attempt to buy
their affections, and never be an eternal critic, etc.
The author’s voice is very optimistic and makes you
feel that all your parenting mistakes can be corrected — you only have to top fighting with your own
child. If you want to fight, fight for, not against him.
Always remind yourself that our children are the reflection of ourselves.

Market:
• Parents

Points of interest:
• 40-years of experience resulting into the most effective
way of bringing up a successful child;
• The author brings real-life situations from her practice;
• The key is to shift the focus from the child to the parent.
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PA R E N T I N G

Marina
MELIA
Secret of First Year
Celebrating the start
of great life

Many parents believe that their child just needs care
and love in the first year of life — that’s all about
parenting. This couldn’t be further from the truth!
It is now scientifically proven that whether a person grows up determined or weak-willed, sociable
or withdrawn, quick-witted or not very smart, largely depends on how much the mother invests in the
first 12 months.
The author, Marina Melia, a psychologist with forty
years of practical experience, includes many up-todate and incredibly important scientific data in the
field of baby and child psychology in her book.
The book will help mothers lay the basis for the
child’s character and intellectual development, form
long lasting mother-child connection.

288 pages, 2020
Rights sold: Georgia
English sample available

Marina Melia is a psychologist with 40
years of experience who works and
consults in France and Russia. She
proposes a more effective approach:
we should leave our children alone
and focus instead on ourselves, our
own words and deeds.
Marina Melia was a psychologist in national sport teams, was the head of the
laboratory of Professional Sport Psychology at the All-Union Research and
Development Institute of Physical Education, then headed the Soviet-American ECOPSY Psychological Center and
served as the General Director of RHR
Int. Consulting Company. She has been
providing psychological coaching and
consultancy services to top Russian
businessmen. She is regularly published
in the leading business and psychology
media, and is the author of business
and parenting bestsellers.

The main focus of is on how to:
lay the basis for what kind of person your baby will
become;
develop your child’s intellect;
forge reliable family connections;
select the perfect nanny.

Market:
• Parents

Points of interest:
• up-to-date and incredibly important scientific data in
the field of baby and child psychology
• the basis for the child’s character and intellectual development
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P SYC H O LO GY

Alexey
MELIA
16 Superheroes of Autism

336 pages, 2019

Curative education therapist Alexey
Melia, who himself suffered from ASD
as a child, offers a new approach both
to working with people with autism
and to understanding the worldview
of healthy people. In “16 Superheroes
of Autism,” he offers a new approach
to working with people with autism, he
works with readers to understand what
autism is, how mythology, religion, and
politics are connected to it. And finally,
how our movement patterns can help
us learn to communicate and understand people with developmental challenges--including even those who can’t
speak.

This fascinating and informative book begins with
the author’s personal story, which ultimately predetermined his current profession. Speaking about the
inner life of a person, about the connection between
the worldview of mentally ill and healthy people
with mythology, culture, ideology, social patterns of
behavior and political practices, the author touches upon topics that have long been of concern to
writers, scientists and thinkers. Eugen Bleuler’s notion of autistic thinking and N. A. Bernstein’s theory of movement are central to the book’s extensive
list of scientific concepts and research, which Alexey Melia finds particularly useful for his work as a
social educator. It is from human movements that
Melia constructs his typology of psychiatric images,
identifying 16 superheroes that we can all see in our
everyday lives, and the author also meets among his
mentees, children and adults with social adjustment
problems. To make it clear, all the superheroes are
illustrated by famous people - public figures, movie
stars - whom we can discuss together with the author, agreeing or disagreeing with him. There is no
mysticism or pathos in the book, bringing the reader
to a high level of generalizations, the author maintains a delicate and sincere tone, inviting us to an
equal and trusting dialogue.

Market:
• psychologists, psychiatrists, parents, curative teachers

Points of interest:
• A typology of psychiatric images, identifying 16 superheroes;
• New approach to autistic disorder.
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Julia
PIRUMOVA
Way to Self
Journey to Women Power
and Wisdom

All of us are Red Riding Hoods in one way or another.
Once we stepped over the parents’ house threshold and found ourselves in a dark forest – this is
our adult life, and there is no place for our childish
expectations and infant fantasies. Julia Pirumova
takes the fairy-tale archetype as a basis guides you
to yourself, overcoming crises by crises and discovering inner power, turning traumas of the past into
the happiness of the present.
The author provides you with a step-by-step guide
to help you reconsider your life according to the
challenges of various ages: 0-20, 20-30, 30-40, 4050 years. Besides the age criseses, a woman comes
through initiations triggering forthcoming changes
and damaging a woman psyche – betrayal, cheating, illness, death of parents, divorce. The books is
to help transforming traumas into inner support and
values – this will become a personal story as a support to female identity.
The author’s unique methods and practices will help
you:
• To stop comparing yourself with others
• To accept your personality crisis as natural condition for moving onto the next level of your life
• To stop pleasing others and develop a bravery not
to meet everyone’s tastes and requirements
• To learn protecting your uniqueness and sensibility
• To work on mistakes of the past and find your own
identity

320 pages, 2021
Rights sold: Turkey, China
Julia Pirumova is a psychologist and best-selling author of “Fragile
People. A Secret Door to Narcissistic World” based her new book
“Way to Self” on her unique course for women searching for identity
rebuilding and self-esteem embrace.

Market:
• Women 20-50+ looking for personal transformation
and lifestyle changes

Points of interest:
• Based on a popular group-therapy course completed
by thousands of women;
• An exciting fairy-tale approach to personal transformation;
• Popular subject of self-esteem.
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Leonid
KROL
Persuade a Dragon
“Our life is a process of constant negotiations –
with parents, partners, restaurant manager, neighbor at the parking. “Dragons” are our opponents.
Fire-breathing and guarding their gold, dressed in
an impenetrable steel scale, multi-headed, and you
have to negotiate with each head.” – Leonid Korol
This book includes dozens of cases and real situations supplied with detail explanations of motives,
weak points, tools and mistakes from the point of
each party. You will see how to act in the most difficult, abnormal, severe negotiations. Your arsenal
will include no-failure warfare of techniques that will
bring you to victory in any dead-end situations. No
dragon will survive.
Praise:

352 pages, 2021

Leonid Korol – a business-coach, a
managing partner of Incantico (Italy),
professor of High School of Economics,
author of 19 books.

«30 years of hard negotiations packed into a refined,
metaphorical and absolutely effective form. Provocative, but careful the author is a guide to understanding of how to achieve success in negotiations
with others and yourself.” – Maxim Romensky, business-coach, author of Negotiating with Dolphins
“Dragons among us. This book will make you a dragon rider and tame it. Sincerely recommend.” – Igor
Ryzov, author of Kremlin School of Negotiations

Market:
• The widest readership, since we all have to communicate and negotiate

Points of interest:
• Real life situations explained;
• Mistakes underlined;
• Practical and working tools.
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Marina
MELIA
I Want – I Can – I Must
Time for Action
First print - 35 000 copies!
In pursuit of happiness, we move, elbowing our
way through, struggle, work hard, and try to catch
every opportunity - from creating a prosperous life
to going to numerous psychological and coaching
sessions. And where do we find ourselves then standing in the middle of a beautiful house, head full
of a mass of useful knowledge? Do we feel happy?
Why? Did we do something wrong?
In her book “I want - I can - I must. Time for Action «
renowned psychologist Marina Melia explains: many
of us strive for textbookish, or better, automatic
happiness. Like others. We strive to catch up with
some ghostly ideals, meet someone’s expectations,
forgetting that we are a unique person, one of a kind.
This means that what others consider prosperity
and happiness simply does not suit us. We need our
own, unique, single happiness, which will really make
us happy, no matter how ridiculous it sounds.
Marina Melia offers her own methodology - the
triad of strategic self-determination “I want-I can-I
must”. Sometimes it is not easy to understand what
you really want, how to distinguish your true desires
from stereotypes imposed by society. When this
issue is resolved, you need to deal with your real
capabilities, potential, talents. Finally, you should
understand where you can apply your»want» and
«can» concepts. This simple approach to solving
any problem will change your life forever and will
allow you to truly understand what your individual
happiness is.

272 pages, 2020

Marina Melia is the most experienced
psychologist in Russia. She has been
in practice for over 40 years. She is
regularly published in the leading
business and psychology media, and
is the author of business and parenting bestsellers.
She was a psychologist in the National Sports Team and introduced
psychology of high-achievement
sport as the head of laboratory of
Professional Sport Psychology at the
All-Union Research and Development
Institute of Physical Education.
Marina Melia — one of the most demanded Russian coaches, rendering
psychological support top Russian
businessmen — offers reliable and
working instruments for self-development, proven and polished by
many years of practice. United in one
book, they make up a unique method,
which you can use without seeing a
psychologist.

Points of interest:
Market:
• Not a textbook, not a set of instructions, but an educa• General readers standing in the very beginning of self-help and
self-development way
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tive talk with expert;
• Each chapter is a coaching session

Pat Love Praise
35 000 copies sold!

Nastya BOBKOVA,
Katya PRONINA
Pat Love Praise 2
Emergency Edition
First print 15 000 copies!

Pat Love Praise, 336 pages, 2020
Rights sold: Bulgaria, Lithuania
English content available
Pat Love Praise 2, 304 pages, 2021

Nastya Bobkova and Nadya Pigareva, founder of the Pi-Bo
school of applied dog training and behavioral correction. For
many years they have been helping dog owners to fix problems
in their interactions with dogs. Thousands of Pi-Bo customers
and cadets have confirmed that after Nastya and Nadia visit,
a new comfortable life with the dog begins. Their experience,
backed up by extensive theoretical knowledge, is what they describe in this book.

Market:
• Dog owners and those who plan to become ones

Points of interest:

These books aren’t training manuals, you won’t find
any recommendations on how to teach your dog
and make it ideal for ten sessions. It describes the
principles of dog’s behavior and helps you both
build a working and friendly relations. Both books
are written on the basis of extensive experience
of the authors who’ve been working with problem
dogs, and with perfect «mummy’s little bunnies» for
many years. You will learn that any inconvenience in
dog-human interaction can be eliminated. It’s not
a tedious dog manual, but a tool for getting extra
pleasure out of dog breeding. Once you’ve read it,
you’ll learn to understand your dog well, to show and
recognize love, and your life together will be richer
and more fun.

Does your cute dog try to eat an upcoming old lady
in the street every now and then? Does it smash the
apartment, making it here and there on the floor,
and entertains the neighbors with heart-rending
howls while you are at work? Does it walk you on a
tight leash and try to escape into the sunset as soon
as you look away? First you will laugh out loud reading these amazing books, then you will laugh at your
problems, as they will be very easily solved.

• Excellent humor and can’t-stop-reading stories;
• Convenient navigation;
• Working solutions for dog owner’s problems.
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PETS

Nadya PIGAREVA, Nastya
BOBKOVA, Katya PRONINA

PETS

Marina
ZHEREBILOVA
CAToLogic
30 000 copies sold!
This is a book for pet owners, cat owners and those
who plan to take in a cat. This is not just a very useful and highly applicable book with instructions,
concrete advice and solutions from a professional
animal psychologist, complete with examples and
case studies. This is a truly essential book for those
who want to make their cat healthy and happy. This
book will tell you how to select the right cat food
and adjust your animal’s appetite, how to deal with
your cat’s lack of cleanliness or prevent it from clawing your furniture, how to avoid mental problems or
aggression in your cat, fight cat allergies and much
more.
The book will give you the recommendations of a
professional animal psychologist on how to bring up
a happy cat.
You will learn to understand your cat better and
bring up the world’s best trained cat.
Useful instructions will help you to keep your cat
mentally and physically healthy.
Find the root causes of behavioral problems and
analyze ways to deal with them: the book not only
describes the problem but tells you how and where
it likely appeared in the first place.
The reader will get a list of alternatives, that is, alternative behavioral models for their cat .

416 pages, 2020

Marina Zherebilova is a professional animal psychologist, felinologist and creator of her own courses on raising kittens and cats,
sets out ways to make your car happy, and make yourself happy
too!

Market:
• Cat owners and those who plan to become ones

Points of interest:
• Explanation of cat’s behavior and useful advise on how
to improve it;
• Nutrition and health tips;
• Secrets of cat’s soul.
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Svetlana
LOGINOVA
Orenburg Shawl
Secrets of Russian Knitting

304 pages, 2020
Rights sold: China

All over the world if it comes to a lace shawl, the first
to come to mind is the Orenburg shawl. The secrets
of knitting the Orenburg shawl are carefully kept for
centuries and passed down from generation to generation. This book will reveal the secrets of this ancient Russian art that the whole world is in love with.
Rich history and types of Orenburg shawls, traditional compositions and patterns, combinations of
lace motifs, yarn to choose and much more you need
to know to become a true master.
The most wonderful piece of the book is complete
patterns and instructions for knitting 15 genuine
and exclusive Orenburg shawls of incredible beauty!
Learn all about this beautiful art of Russian knitting
and learn how to create your own shawls that will
warm you in any frost!

Svetlana Loginova is a unique master. She carefully keeps all the
secrets of famous Russian shawls – light as a feather and warm
as coat. Svetlana takes you back to the roots of amazing Russian
craft and guides you until you master it.

Market:
• Knitting fans.

Points of interest:
• Unique book on traditional Russian craft;
• Shawls are famous worldwide and become more and
more popular;
• Step-by-step instructions to master the art of knitting.
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Anna
ZAITSEVA
Russian Embroidery
Comprehensive Encyclopedia
This colorful, highly illustrated and impressive-looking book is a great gift for anyone who loves embroidery and follows age-long folk traditions.
This new and unique book by one of the most respected Russian crafts authors Anna Zaitseva is
dedicated to amazing art of Russian embroidery.
You will not only learn about its rich history, study a
great variety of ornaments and motifs, and discover
the secrets and symbols encrypted in every detail
and motif, but also explore detailed descriptions of
how various seams, stitches and techniques used in
this multifaceted yet highly practical craft.

272 pages, 2020

Anna Zaitseva is famous for her ability to explain and present any
material in such a way that even beginners find it easy to learn
from her lessons.

Market:
• People fond of various styles of embroidery.

Points of interest:
• Rich history of Russian embroidery;
• Secret symbols described;
• Step-by-step instructions to master the art of Russian
embroydery.
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Tatyana
FIRSTOVA
Wow, knitted!
11 Unbelievable Amigurumi
for Fun

Noone has ever knitted such personalities, who are
not just extremely charismatic, but also persons
of character. 11 detailed masterclasses illustrating
every single step, basic amigurumi techniques, advice on hook and yarn choice. You will find everything
inside. A great bonus is your high spirits – you won’t
be able to keep from smiling when looking at these
creatures. And you won’t be able to choose whom to
knit, because they are all so very different and amazing. Future friends of yours and your children.

320 pages, 2021

Market:
• Everybody interested in knitting

Points of interest:
• Unique author’s amigurumi;
• Step-by-step instructions to make the process of knitting a easy as possible.
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Elena
GRIDNEVA
Beetles & Bees
Dolls, created by Elena Gridneva, leave no one indifferent: either children, or adults! These stylish miniature creatures are so charismatic that it is impossible
to resist and try to make a similar miracle with your
own hands, for yourself or as a present to your nearest and dearest. The detailed and perfectly illustrated step-by-step tutorials are very easy to follow if
you are just a beginner in sewing skills, and the gallery of incredible author dolls will bring you a pure
esthetic pleasure.
Laborious bees, a shy moth, a charming butterfly
and other cute insect cuties will go live from your
hands if you follow detailed and comprehensive instructions and beautiful, bright and inspiring photos. And the peculiar feature of this book not only
fantastic dolls, but even more it is the boost of creativity, when you feel you can make real treasures by
your hands!

224 pages, 2021

Elena Gridneva is a well-known artist recognized for amazing dolls
collection. In her books Elena shares her secrets making this art
accessible for everyone

Market:
• Everybody interested in crafts and new ways of making
this world a better place

Points of interest:
• A to Z instructions: the necessary tools, materials, work
with fabric, types of stitches, cutting, sewing, stuffing,
joining and decorating doll parts;
• body of all dolls is made by the same pattern, but the
feature of each baby girl is her unique design, which demands your time and fingers
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Gulya
MARKELOVA
Macrame Style
The new book will help you get close to making
unique designs by yourself and creating never before interiors. Those who are already familiar with
macramé basics, will find a lot of new techniques,
author’s advice on organizing a work place, peculiarities of working with cord, but moreover – stylish
and detailed masterclasses to drive you to your own
creative projects. Going through this book, everyone
has a chance not just to fall in love with macramé,
but become a macramé designer!

272 pages, 2021

Market:
• Everybody interested in knitting

Points of interest:
• The most trendy craft;
• Modern designs, author’s projects.
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Olga
GAEVSKAYA
Loopy Loops
Did you have a favorite toy when you were a child?
The one which slept next to you every night guarding your sweet dreams? Some of us still keep their
best stuffy friends even if they don’t confess.
A worm paw of a teddy bear or hare is the best dream
keeper for a child, and when this dream keeper is
made by mom or granny he becomes twice more
precious. No child will let go of the cute and amazing
toys created by masterclasses of Olga Gaevskaya –
the toys are so tender, alive, worm, funny and overall
amazing. And they are so easy to make – everyone
can knit them.

176 pages, 2021

Market:
• Everybody interested in knitting

Points of interest:
• Cutest creatures you’ve ever made;
• Step-by-step instructions to make the process of knitting a easy as possible.
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